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The critical need for improvements in American education has been 
voiced by numerous individuals within the past decade . Both educators 
and legislators are becoming aware that many of the problems that con-
front domestic education today are due to an unfavorable teacher- to-
student ratio. Reports from the National Education Association indicated 
a teacher-to-student ratio to be approximately one- to- thirty. The un-
favorable teacher-to-student ratio and varied reports that the educational 
system of the Soviet Union is advancing more rapidly than the educational 
system of the United States . have caused educators to give considerable 
thought and effort toward improvement of the teaching methods in educa-
tion. 
Approximately fifteen years ago, followers of educational research 
and industrial training began to observe a new educational technique. 
The novel method of learning that drew attent ion had emerged from teach-
ing processes evolving since the days of early Greek civilization . In 
the l ast few years, psychologists have made new application of the 
Socratic method, which is the crux of the programmed learning movement . 
To those whose mission it is to direct others to knowledge, the poten-
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tiality of progra.nmied learning is much too promising to be ignored. 





most closely after the teacher. By providing each student with a type 
of private tutor, programmed instruction offers great hope for relieving 
the growing pressure of the teacher shortage and increasing the benefits 
derived from obtaining knowledge. 
Programmed instruction is based on the psychological principle of ,_·, . 
reinforced learning, whereby a reward is provided for desired behaVior 
so that the behavior tends to recur, Also basic to the theory of pro-
grammed instruction is the tutorial or Socratic method of teaching by 
questions. Other elements necessary to the functioning of programmed 
instruction include an active response by the student to the material 
being presented in the fo:nn of writing, speaking, selecting, or other 
overt behaviors. The material presented is arranged in order of diffi-
culty so that the obstacle between any two steps is typically small. 
It is assumed that progression from the simple to the complex prepares 
the student for success with the more difficult items which are to follow. 
One of the key features of programmed instruction is immediate 
feedback or appraisal of the learner so that the learner knows immedi-
ately whether the correct response has been made. Knowing that the 
proper response has been made immediately tends to 'reinforce' learning, 
to encourage retention, and to give the learner confidence. In addition 
to making repetition of an act more probable, reinforcement increases a 
student's activity, heightens the student's interest, and quickens the 
pace of learning. 
The new development, programmed instruction, aimed at providing aid 
to the teaching profession requires careful evaluation by persons inter-
ested i n t he improvement of methods in education. Programmed instruction 
centers on the individual learner and allows each student to work at an 
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individual rate. This feature permits the slow student to pace learning 
at a suitable speed, while the rapid learner is a.lso able to cover the 
program and advance to more difficult information. 
Research and study should be incorporated into the production of a 
program so that the student's error rate may be kept low. The fewer the 
errors, the lower the chances of learning incorrect information. The 
correct response is rewarded with the correct answer, thus reinforcing 
the learning situation. The reinforcement of a correct response in the 
shortest possible interval is an important asset of the self-instruc-
tional device. 
A survey of classroom teaching revealed that the average student 
is actively engaged or interested in classroom activity only 20 per cent 
of the time. (5), Programmed materials, which require continuous active 
response from the student, provide motivation for the learner thus elimi-
nating passivity and inertia. 
The tutorial patience of the self-instructional device is useful 
in a number of fields, including the instruction of the handicapped and 
the emotionally disturbed child. Progranuned instruction is particularly 
useful in certain other well-defined areas, such as memorization of facts 1 
nomenclatures, procedures, and mastering of simple concepts and principles 
which usually require many hours of a teacher's time. It is both ineffi-
cient and wasteful to force teachers to spend time on drills, recitation, 
"canned" lectures, and objective examinations. The teacher can be re-
lieved of the job of drill-master and performer of other mechanical tasks 
and can apply the time and ability to more creative teaching and more 
effective analysis of a student's problems, weaknesses, and strengths . 
Toward the close of the 1950's the number of studies pertaining to 
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programmed learning increased. John Blyth, (.8). for example, summarize~ an 
experience in teaching logic on a progra.mmed basis at Hamilton College 
in the following: 
We wasted no class time on routine checking or drill . In 
the classroom we could presuppose a common background of .ex-
perience. We could usually count on a working command of basic 
concepts and principles. There was a great increase in interest 
and improvement in morale. 
Against- such a background of student preparation, Blyth reported greater 
achievement, higher grades, fewer failures, and a decrease in the actual 
time spent in class by his students. 
The rapid world changes require that the homemaking curriculum be 
continuously revised if it is to be increasingly challenging and func-
tional. Revision of educational techniques should be based upon sound 
research in the field of home economics. At the present time few pro-
grams .have been developed' in areas related to home economics. If home 
economists in the field of education would endeavor to become better 
acquainted with the techniques of programmed instruction, then wiser de-
cisions might be made upon the value of programmed l earning in home eco-
nomics. By writing and testing short programs in the classroom, home 
economics teachers could increase understanding of programmed learning 
devices and strengthen their ability to wisely select any published pro-
grams that might come on the market in the area of home economics . 
Statement of the Problem, Purposes, and Limitations 
The major problem in the study was an investigation of the possi-
bilities of programmed instruction as may be applied to the teaching of 
clothing in home economics. The purpose underlying the study was to find 
definite information that would be used in the following sub-.problerns: 
1) To strengthen the understanding of the application of pro= 
grammed instruction as a supplementary method in educationj 
thus increase the ability to know how and when to use pro-
grammed instruction. 
2) To explore the advantages and disadvantages through investi-
gation of the literature related to programmed instruction. 
3) To analyze the procedures involved in the preparation and ad-
ministration of' s. short unit program in clothing education, 1:10 
as to enable the writer to prepare and administer a program. 
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4) To develop a sample program on the construction of bound button-
holes for home economics students enrolled a.t the secondary level. 
Thus, the study was limited because it was exploratory in nature and tllilre-
fore not expected to give definite answers to the many problems of prograrrming, 
The method of using mainly library research was a limiting factor, Li-
brary research was used to give depth and broaden understanding within 
the general problem. 
Facts presented in the study should enable the investigator to more 
thoroughly understand the place programmed instruction has in today 1s 
education and the procedures by which the method ca.n be used most eff ec= 
tively. 
Methodology 
The methodology in the study was the utilization of library resources 
in 1) the exploration of previous studies concerning programmed instruc-
tion, 2) the study of research records and trial test of psychologists 
and educators already examining the field of programmed learning, 3) the 
investigation of programs that have been developed, and tested, and the 
suggested steps of procedure recorded by the researchers, and, 4) the 
inquiry into the advantages and disadvanta.ges of programmed instruction, 
recorded by researchers in order to form a comparison as pertains to 
education in general and to home economics in particular. 
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The study of written programs was followed by applying a combina= 
tion of programming to the construction of bound bottonholes. The sample 
program was developed by the writer and tested by 1) three home economics 
teachers and revised, 2) presented as a pilot study to two Clothing I 
cla.sses, then revised, .3) given as a cla.ss assignment to 145 students 
in Clothing II and III classes in two different high schools, and 4) 
offered as a possible step forward for the use of programmed instruction 
in home economics education. Further discussion will be given to method-
ology in Chapter III. 
Assumptions 
These assumptions are basic to the study: 
1) Programmed learning is a method in education based upon the 
stimulus-response theory and the psychological principle of 
reinforcement in learning. 
2) Each person is a separate entity with dii'f erent hereditary and 
environme11tal backgrounds, a.nd with different inborn a.bill ties. 
3) Homemaking education should be based upon democratic principles 
and provide equal opportunities for a person to develop to his 
optimum capacity at the rate best suited to that individual. 
4) Students learn through actively participating in the learning 
situation. 
5) American education exhibits urgent needs for continuous :improvement. 
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6) ·ro date» there has been little progra . .rnmed instruction. i:n hor11e 
economics. (Letters in the Append:L"C support this assumption,) 
Definition of Terms 
· 1) ~ is a type of programming which has built-in alternate 
sequences of items. 
2) Comrersatioaj chaining refers to the technique of having each item 
of a program lead into the next one by placing b:i.ts of inform.a.tion 
learned in one item into the next, 
3) Cue and 12romp~ are used interchangeably to mean any bit of inf orma= 
tion added to a program item to make it easier for the student to 
make the correct response. 
4) ~!.'£2£, is an irn::orrect or non-appropria.te answer to a specific item 
in the program, 
5) Fading_ is the technique in which the number of cues or prompts is 
diminished as the program progresses. 
6) Intrinsic. QrO,B_:i:§:l~J.n_g refers to a. type of programming which employs 
the branching techinque where all possible sequences of item pre-
se:nta,tion a,:re built :tnto the program rather tha,n being controlled 
by an outside a,gency. 
7) Item and fra;me are us.ed intercha,ngea.bly to irtdit.::ate the smallest --··· ____ ...... ' 
single unit of :a program consisting of a single piece of information 
which usually requires response of some sort, 
8) Linear l'!:9grams. a.re also called stra.ight=lineJ non-branching, or 
Skinnerian programs, The sequence of items is f:ixedj unalterable 
and identical for each sequence. 
9) An s:i.Yert respons~, is any response that involves a physical activity 
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on the part of the student. 
10) Program is the course material which has been broken down into small.11 
easily digestible bits and arranged in a sequence to lead the student 
to a fundam~ntal understanding of concepts basic to the course. 
11) Programmed instruction is generally considered to comprise any means, 
devices or materials whereby teacher or tutor functions are replaced, 
or provided by a wholly or partially automated sequence of instruc-
tional segments that is prepared in advance and is capable of instruct-
ing effectively when presented without direct intervention or modifi-
cation by a teacher. 
12) A programmer is generally, a curriculum specialist who subdivides 
the material to be learned into the sequential steps for later use 
with the mechanical method of presenting the program. 
13) Progrrumning is the process of arranging materials to be learned in 
a series of small steps designed to lead a student, through self-
instruction, from what the student knows to the unknown of new and 
more complex knowledge and principles . 
14.) The programmed textbook is a program that does not utilize an aux= 
iliary device for the presentation of the information. 
15) Reinforcement is any stimulus which increases the probability that 
the immediately preceding response will occur again under similar 
circumstances. 
16) A scrambled textbook is based upon the branching programs . 
17) Step means the increment in subject matter level to be learned with 
each succeeding item or frame in the program. 
18) Step size indicates the increased amount of difficulty in subject 
matter within each step in the program. 
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19) A teaching machine is a device for presenting programmed materials. 
20) Vanishing refers to the gradual withdrawal of prompts from the 
progrannned items. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIBW OF LITERATURE 
As changes occur in living conditions and in societal . demands upon 
individuals, so must the school curriculum change. Curriculum development 
and improvement is a continuous process which involves long- range planning 
and foresight. (1). 
Presently, educators are on the threshold of an exciting and revo-
lutionary period, in which the scientific study of man will be put to 
work in man's best interests. Education must play a part and accept the 
fact that a revision of educational practices is possible and inevitable. 
(2). 
The world-wide demand for education is rapidly surpassing available 
educational resources. New ways to improve efficiency of the educational 
process are needed. While many areas of human endeavor have benefited 
by modern technology, education has remained relatively unchanged for 
centuries. Technical skills available in today ' s society make possible 
implementation of certain psychological principles which have a profound 
effect upon learning. Teaching machines represent an att empt to improve 
the efficiency of education by applying certain psychological principl es 
to do the teaching process. (3) , 
. ,.. ,. .,: , ....... , . , . . :, v . .. · .·.~ ·-, .. ;; ,. - .'. ,. . . ·.· ... . . . . . . -. , . ......,,,, 1<•" 
Pr ogr anunirtg i s . regardecr ·often as a''· r e6eiit . ..,.d.eV'e1op:meht ·oecause ·practi-
cal application to education has become apparent only in the past few 
years. To maintain that progranuning is a twentieth=century accomplishment 
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is to ignore the emergence of the present form from processes that have 
evolved down through the ages and to forget the contributions of scholars 
dating back more than 2000 years. (4), 
One of the earliest programmers was Socrates, who developed a program 
for geometry, which was recorded by Plato in the dialogue, Meno. Socrates ' 
habit was to guide his followers to knowledge by conducting the students 
conversationally along a path from fact to fact and insight to insight, 
The similarity between Socratic method and the contemporary use of pro6 
gramming is easy to observe. 
Closer to present times has come the tutorial method. The continuous 
exchange of questions and answers between the tutor and the student, the 
unfolding of information and explanations, and the constant selection of 
new material on the basis of the student's mastery of what has gone be-
fore is a forerunner of programmed instruction. (4). 
Self-instruction devices ·to aid teaching are, also, by no means a 
modern invention. The first truly mechanical, self-instructional device 
put to widespread use was designed to teach a proper ·trigger squeeze to 
United States Army recruits in 1918. (5), 
In 1926, Sidney L. Pressey, an Ohio State University psychologist, 
made public the pioneer studies on the first recognized teaching machine. 
Pressey's model originally was conceived as a testing machine that pre-
sented a series of questions to a student and informed the student im-
mediately whether the reply was right or wrong. (4), Later Pressey 
discovered that the device also had definite instructional capabilities. 
Pressey stated the following: 
The average teacher is woefully burdened by routines of drill 
and information.fixing. It would seem highly desirable to lift 
from her shoulders as much as possible of this burden and make 
her free for those inspirational and thought-stimulating ac-
tivities which are, presumably, the real function of the teacher. 
( 6). 
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The movement in behalf of programming devices, however, lost impetus 
in the early stages, perhaps because 1) no provision was made for sys-
tematic progralllllling of materials to be used in machines, and 2) the onset 
of the depression and the impact of it on social conditions and education 
offered an unfavorable environment for an "industrial revolution" in the 
nation's schools. 
By 1954, however, conditions in the world had changed. Greater 
knowledge in the science of behavior, especially about the analysis of 
learning behavior, and a demand for education in an unprecedented scale 
that strained every educational resource, created a vastly different set 
of circumstances. In the more favorable conditions two Harvard psy-
chologists, B. F. Skinner and James G. Holland, devised progralllllled 
instructional methods which have served the current generation as the 
basis for excursions into progralllllled learning. (4), 
Teaching machines and related self-instructional devices have at-
tracted increasingly wide attention in the past few years as a new media 
of instruction. The interest has created a demand for a convenient and 
comprehensive source of information on what has been happening and what 
has bee~ written in the rapidly expanding field of progralllllling. 
Educators and psychologists, in increasing numbers, have been seek-
ing information about activities in the field of programmed learning. 
Such effort has encountered considerable difficulty because of the rela-
tive inaccessability of much of the material. (7). 
Since the Industrial Revolution a continuing complaint has been 
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heard to the effect that t .he use of machines led to the debasement and 
the materialism of American civilization. The word "machine" has thereby 
acquired a heavy emotional burd~n. The same burden is now rapidly piling 
upon words such as "automation." Thus the phrase "automation of education 
with teaching machines" represents such an emotional reaction for some 
people that intelligent inquiry into the merits of teaching machines is 
blocked. (8). 
The purpose of a program is to shape a series of responses into a 
complex act. By reinforcement of the specific actions or responses that 
lead most directly to the learning desired, the educational objective 
can be achieved. The program begins with questions about information 
that is familiar to the student and through a sequence of such questions 
gradually leads the student to new usages, concepts and insights . The 
student does not merely memorize facts, but is led to fonnulate percep.-
tions, step by step. Upon fonnulating such laws, rules, and principles, 
the student is immediately led to use and apply the principles in differ-
0 . 
ent contexts until t1"ough comprehension of the meanings has been achieved. 
(5), 
A basic purpose of programming is to provide the student with a 
method by which study can be done at an individual rate, according to 
the student's capability. The goal of education for the present and the 
future is to extend to each student optimum means by which to obtain 
knowledge. Through strengthening of an overall understanding of pr0= 
grammed instruction such a goal might more nearly be accomplished. A 
basic comprehension of the progranuning technique is possible by investi-
gation of relevant literature. 
Kenneth Komoski, the Director of the Center for Programmed Instruction, 
made the following statement in an address given at the 25th Annual 
Educational Conference in October, 196o: 
Two thousand years ago the world's first public school 
administrator, a gentlemen by the name of Quintillian, wrote 
what might be called a handbook for teachers. In it he has 
one bit of advice which will serve as an excellent starting 
point for a discussion of programmed instruction and its po-
tential uses. Qunitillian's advice is this: 'Do not neglect 
the individual student. He should be questioned and praised. 
He should strive for victory, yes, but it must be arranged 
that he gains it. In this way let us draw forth his powers 
with both praise and rewards.' 
The goal of education in this country should be to give 
each individual the opportunity of developing himself to the 
fullest potential. In order to achieve such a goal we in this 
country should not be content until we have developed a prac-
tical method of making it possible for each child to learn as 
much as he possibly can at his own individual pace. 
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A great deal of research into learning theory has culminated in the 
development of programming techniques and materials. The most active 
proponents of programmed learning do not suggest that programming will 
be an end to all problems in education, but do suggest that programmed 
instruction is a good direction in which to proceed. (5). 
"A student ueing a teaching machine is like a student who has a 
private tutor to guide him forward., step by step.," saye Theodore Waller. 
In brief, the teaching machine makes possible the achievement of two 
goals that were long mutually exclusive: the democratic ideal of edu-
eating a great mass of people, and the Socratic ideal of tutorial 
instruction. (9). 
The basis of the teaching-machine movement is three fundamental 
concepts of behavioral psychology: stimulus, response, and reinforce-
ment. According to this theory, learning is most efficient and more 
enjoyable when programmed into a series of questions and answers . When 
a student reads a small unit of information, answers a question, and 
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the answer is immediately confinned., new knowledge is quickly imbedded 
in the mind. Such a process is much stronger than reading a chapter., 
taking a test at the end of a week., and waiting a day or longer to find 
out the grade. The sooner answers are confirmed., the better learning 
is reinforced. (9). 
The more rapid the feedback, the more effectively learning is re= 
inforced and retained. To obtain learning, the right answers must be 
reinforced immediately. (5). In addition to making repetition of an 
act more probable, reinforcement increases a student's activity, quickens 
his pace~ and heightens his interest in learning. The importance of the 
immediate feedback was fonnulated years ago by Thorndike as the "law of 
effect. 11 According to the law, an action which leads to. a satisfactory 
result tends to be repeated. In the contemporary tenninology of B. F. 
Skinner, of Harvard University, immediate reinforcement or reward is 
important in the learning process. (?). 
For each item the ma.chine supplies the student with certain in-
formation or clues that aids the student in responding accurately. The 
clue is known as the stimulus. The remaining portion, which requires 
the participation of the student, is known as the response. To complete 
a step, the student fills in the blank space contained in the item and 
checks his answer against the machine's correct answer. The item~ are 
so planned and interconnected as to increase in difficulty as the student 
advances to higher degrees of knowledge and greater skill. (4). 
The arrangement of information in small steps of "frames 11 allows 
each student to take utmost advantage of his ability. In most class= 
rooms today the slow student is forced to digest the same amount of in= 
formation in the same amount of time as the fast student. If the slower 
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student wants to stay with the class, difficult material must be skipped 
and many undigested facts left behind. The slew learner is thus less 
and less equipped to deal with new subjects as the year progresses. Con-
versely, the fast student held in the same lock step, is apt to lose 
interest because progression is too slow. "When the steps are small, 
the bright student is encouraged to move quickly. The less brilliant 
student may advance more slowly, but is given the chance to comprehend 
everything and be adequately prepa.red for new information. ( 9) • 
In brief the duties of the teaching machine is to present a learn-
ing program for the student which presents material arranged in a series 
of small, gradual steps designed to move the student from a familiar 
background into a complex of new principles, concepts, and understandings; 
engages in stimulus presentation of the items in the program; elicits 
the required response on the part of the student; supplies inunediate 
feedback to the student as to the adequacy and correctness of a response; 
and offers reinforcement on the basis of' the feedba.ck. (4). 
The following is a statement on self-instructional materials and 
devices released by a joint committee of' the American Educa.tional Re-
search Association, the America.n Psychological Association, and the 
Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of' the National Education Asso-
cia.tion: 
The use of' self-instructional programed learning materials 
in teaching machines and similar devices represents a potential 
contribution of great importance to American education. But this 
contribution can best be realized only if users have information 
with which to evaluate self-instructional materials. (10). 
In the recent survey of more than 30 research studies on programmed 
learning, Jack Quackenbush found evidence that the generalizations about 
the effectiveness of the method have been supported in classroom applications. 
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Students pursuing programs, for instance, scored higher on standardized 
achievement tests than the students taught by conventional classroom 
methods. Variations in the individual rates of learning through pro-
grammed units were confirmed. Students were making more progress than 
might have been expected and mastering material that ordinarily might 
have been considered beyond the students' level of comprehension. (4). 
Although such studies are encouraging, in the interest of objectiv-
ity, most of the reported experiences concerned a limited number of 
students, often from a rela.tively select category, using a simple program 
in one subject matter, and usually for a limited period of time. To 
generalize too much from the findings would be unwise, but their value 
certainly cannot be ignored. Significantly, the students evinced only 
a minimum of unfavorable reaction to programmed learning in all the 
studies Quackenbush surveyed. However, some students did indicate bore-
dom and a few students were disappointed at not encountering greater 
difficulty due to the simplicity of the material. The first problem 
obviously calls for better programming. The second points to the need 
for a more imaginative development of the program sequences so that the 
student's learning ability will be challenged. (4). 
The view taken by the conservative Carnegie Corpora.tion in the 
1960 annual report was: 
The progra.nnned learning devices do represent an interest-
ing and significant approach to instruction. They are almost 
certain to take their place among the important aids to learn-
ing in a modern educational system. (9). 
Existing results of tests run in the classroom with programmed 
materials indicate that such materials and devices, properly employed, 
considerably increase learning speed and retention, and reduce the age 
level at which advanced content may be presented. Complex concepts may 
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be made relatively easy to absorb in programmed form and so may be in-
troduced at a lower age level. (5). 
Kenneth Komoski believes p:rogrBJ1111led instruction to ·be a "remarkably 
effective teaoher..:.training tool." Komoski stated: 
Almost with out exception teachers agree that the experience 
of programming even one lesson taught them more about their own 
teaching and instruction in general, than any other teacher-
training they had had. There are many reasons for this, such as 
new detailed analysis of familiar material, analysis of methods 
and approaches and the practical experience of seeing students 
trying to learn through programs. 
For these reasons, Komoski concluded that teachers' colleges might well 
investigate the possibilities of programming as an effective means to 
teacher-training. (5). 
The seriousness of America's teacher shortage has led to wide range 
of action on methods for supplementing the individual teacher in some 
manner. Programmed learning is not a solution to the shorta'ge of capa-
ble teachers nor an answer to an inadequate school budget. Programming 
may offer some relief to educational problems, but it can help only in 
the same ways as other advances in teaching have helped. The program 
supplies. the student with the basic information of a given subject. 
While the student thus acquired a foundation in a subject to be ready 
for the far more important consideration of causes, relationships, and 
applications, the teacher will be released to undertake more creative 
assigmnents. Since students will progress at their own varied rates 
the task of the teacher will become more complex and even more vital. 
(4). 
As a result of programmed learning, redefinition of the role of the 
teacher may become necessary. The teacher should be able to devote more 
time to worthwhile discussions with the students, to realistic solving 
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of problems with the students, to more adaptations of the material to 
the individual, and to personal needs of various life situations. The 
demand for more creative, imaginative effort should make teaching even 
more dynamic and satisfying as a profession. It could easily result in 
great enhancement of the learning process. With the aid of the learning 
program, the teacher can devote a much larger part of the time to coun= 
seling, guiding, assisting, and stimulating the individual learners. 
In reflecting on these possibilities, Harry Broudy has commented: 
If the teacher is a source of non-sta.nde.rdized insights; 
if the teacher is creative enough to produc.e a highly persona.l 
reaction to the world and to the subjects he.teaches, then he 
is a valua.ble asset and not a maohin.e at all. 
The implica.tion is clear. If certain classroom tasks can be accomplished 
by a machine, then the ta.sks should be done by the ma.chine, and not by 
the human being. The human being, the classroom teacher, should do 
those things the machine cannot do. In the process, teacher, learner, 
and education will all benefit. (4). 
The application of programmed instruction may change the role of 
the teacher, but programming will not make the teacher unnecessary. 
Toda.y the elementa.ry school teacher spends most of the t:ime emphasizing 
simple rules which can be programmed with rela.tive ease. When these 
funda,mentals have been incorpora,ted into programs, much of the drudgery 
of the teacher's job will be eliminated. Teachers will then be free to 
help individuals with their particular problems and interests. Thus 
the teacher I s principle task may be changed from that of instructor to 
tutor or counselor. A clothing construction teacher gives a. great deal 
of time to basic information on sewing techniques. Programmed instruc= 
tion could handle the teaching of skills and thus allow time for the 
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teacher to expand the activit:v fr1 the classroom which is so important 
in clothing education. In general, tea.chers employing programmed in-
st ruction will be required to have a more thorough -- understanding of the 
materials being taught than is currently necessary. (11). 
Ultimately then, the teacher's job will probably be more difficult 
than at the moment. A more thorough knowledge will be required in a 
wider range of sub,jects. Not only will clever students be covering 
more subjects tha.n presently; all students will achieve a better under-
standing of the material being taught, and will thus be likely to ask 
more complex questions. (11). 
Dr. Skinner, writing for Science, explains: 
Will machines replace the teacher? On the contrary, they 
are capital equipment to be used by teachers to save time and 
labor. In assigning certain mechanizable functions to the 
machines, the teacher emerges in his proper role as an indis-
pensable human be:i.ng. He may teach more students than hereto= 
fore, which is inevitable if the worldwide demand for education 
is to be satisfied, but he will do so in fewer hours and with 
fewer burdensome chores. In return for this greater productivity, 
the teacher ca.n hope to improve his economic condition. (2). 
Lewis Eigen sa.id: 
A greater number of thoroughly tra.ined teachers will be 
needed than ever before. Programs are limited in wha.t · they ci:m 
teach. Good teachers will be needed to write, correct, ad-
minister programs and then go beyond them. (6). 
An important point is that teachers have to be convinced that 
programmed learning is a good technique or programming will never work. 
In e. study conducted by Encyclopaedia Br:i.tannica Films at Roanoke, 
findings were that when teachers were hostile to machines, the students 
did poorly. Students seemed to recognize a la.ck of enthusiasm on the 
pa.rt of the instructor. Because of such findings, it would be inad-
visable to introduce programmed instruction into any school system 
where the teachers were not prepared in advance. 
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Dr. Clifford Rall, superintendent of schools in Port Chester 9 New 
'York, has given considerable thought to the same problem: 111 never use 
a teacher in programmed instruction unless she is sympathetic to this 
method of teaching. 11 ( 9). 
At this stage, the prospects for general acceptance of programmed 
learning are good. Fine 1 s (9) survey of some 50 teachers who were 
using macnines or self-tutoring books, reported only 10 per cent of the 
teachers were opposed to the new technique, 10 per cent were undecided 
a.bout programming, and 80 per cent favored it whoJeheartedly. Fine 
found that most teachers lost their antagonism to ma.chines once they 
ha.d used teaching machines. 
A consideration with respect to the learner and the learning pro-
gram is that there is a s'Ubstantial redefinition of the student 1 s role 
in the learning process. Not only is there active interaction between 
the student and the sequence, but student achievement is essentially 
the measure of the program's utility. Programmed learning constitutes 
a powerful new instrument to discern how successful and unsuccessful 
students behave, and to reconunend how to make students more successful 
by providing better guides to the ob,jective. (4). 
In addition to redefining the student I s role :i.n the learning pro-
cess, progranuning will open new opportunities for exploration. As 
potentials of progranuning a.re achieved students will no longer be 
limited by the standard perimeter of the learning environment. The 
student who attends a high school where statistics are not taught can 
now obtain an insight and skill of a higher order than might be real= 
istically acquired from reading a textbook on his own initiativeo 
Programmed learning through careful sequencing, active involvement, and 
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reinforcement makes the learner a partner to the development of the 
individual's future, thereby ending the existence of a passive subject 
to be acted upon. Programmed learning in this sense:, could become a 
vital device in the exercise of individual study, which most educators 
recognize as being at the heart of any basic changes in the system. 
Perhaps the day will come when the individual progress of the 
student through a series of educe.tional experiences ad,justed to his 
cmpa,bilititHi:i and ca~oHie~ will be the disti:rwtive :rMJ,rk of' Ame:riO,i,!,1:'i 
educ,ni.tio:n. Effective p:rMtice of' prog:r@l:mrned im,t:ruotion could play a 
large pa,rt in bringing about such a developme:nt. Teaching by meansi of 
programs is still in the early sta,ge of exploration. (4). 
Methods of Programming 
So far, there are two main philosophies of programming according 
to differences in belief about the purpose of the response which has 
led to the development of two styles. They are: 1) linear and 2) 
branching. Each type ha.s advantages and disadvantages; neither type 
could be specj_fied a,s the "best II type. Both types ca.n be used either 
with or without a. teaching machine, !t is adv::tsable that educators 
become acquainted with both f or.rns of programming in order to disce:r:n 
under wha,t, conditions to use ea,ch form. 
Linear Progra,mming 
In a. linear program all students read every frame in identical 
sequence. A type of linear program is that advocated by Dr. B. F, 
Skinner, which requires a constructed response. (12). Any question 
which leaves a blank to be filled in requires a constructed response. 
Two reasons are given for preferring a constructed response: recall 
is more efficient in the learning process than recognit::i.on, and the 
act of responding tends to cause learning. (2). 
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The linear type program consists of a series of frames containing 
small bits of information. Each frame constitutes only one short step 
in the total sequence. Short steps enable the student to make the cor-
rect response. Correct answers are rew~rding to the student while 
errors are discouraging. The student is given the answer immediately 
after making a response. 
Another type of linear program was devised by Dr. Sidney Preeaey. 
Pressey 1s multiple-choice linear program is based partly on two f~ctors. 
l) The Law or Frequency: The student may sometimes get a wrong answer, 
but in each frame he ulti.me.tely gets a correct answer, By chance the 
student will get more correct than incorrect answers. 2) The Law of 
Regency: No matter how many wrong answers a student may try in response 
to a question, the correct answer is always the last one and is more 
likely to be remembered because it comes closest to the reinforcement. 
(12). 
The short step is characteristic of all linear programs for two 
reasons. If the act of responding tends to cause learning, each step 
must be short enough so that the student is very likely to answer 
correctly. The second reason is that too many mistakes are discoura.ging, 
whereas correct answers are rewarding to the student. (12). 
Branching Programming 
The branching concept is a method of programming, developed by 
Mr. Norman Crowder. Branching looks something like the Pressey multiple= 
choice type, but with a big difference; the alternatives lead somewhere. 
A brief bit of information is given; then two or three statements are 
made. '.Ea.ch statement i:s followed by a page number. If the statement 
chosen is the correct onej the information on the other pages listed 
may be omitted. Therefore 9 the student with a. good background can 
finish more quickly than the student who needs additional work. (12). 
Crowder-type progrannning provides a continuous review and insures 
the mastering of points before the student proceeds to new material. 
To accomplish this, Crowder employs a technique known as branching. 
The student who selects a series of incor:rect a.nswers will be referred 
by the program to a remedial sequence of steps which will give .fresh 
approaches to the explanations of the materia.l the student is trying to 
understand. After the mated.al is mastered the student will be led back 
to the main-line of the program. 
Since errors or misconceptions are corrected before the learner 
proceeds, the step size can be larger and the main-line of the program 
may proceed more rapidly than in the linear program. There is the 
possibility of having the ma.in-line items proceed in large, fairly 
difficult steps with shorter 9 easier stages. moving side by side with the 
ma.in ... l:ine items. (12). 
As the student gets fa,rther a.long in the linear program. the si;eps 
ma.y increase in size. V'erba .. l stfamli ma.y be supplemented by visua,l. 
stimuli such as gra.phs 9 often leading the student to do more analysis 
and application of the theories that have been learned. 
A difficult process in programming is determining the sequence and 
relation of an item to another item. The programmer must :strive to make 
the items relate to and lead into each other. ·rhe most conunon method 
is called conversational chaining originated by John Barlowj Earlham 
College, Self=Instruction research project. Conversational chaining 
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involves taking information from the previous step a.nd beginning the 
next step with it. This makes the materials interesting to the student 
as well as constantly reminding the student of previously absorbed in= 
formation. (5). 
The very requirement of interlocking the items necessitates a 
certai.n. amount of repetition in ea.ch item i.n order to tie it rationally 
to its predecessor, an.din addition, to make the program as a whole 
proceed with continuity of thought. Conversational chaining is a good 
paradigm for newcomers to choose. (4). 
There is a growing conviction among many persons in the field that 
the types of programming techniques employed should be determined by the 
course material being taught and the level of the student taking tre 
c curse. A branch:lng., large-step program, for example., would be vir ... 
tu.ally useless in teaching any rote skill such as the multiplication 
tables. Small steps would be a bore and an insult to the intelligence 
of a student in a higher discipline such as English literature. (5). 
Limited experiments by the Systems Development Corporation have 
shown tha.t the use of multiple-choice responses and the subsequent possi-
bility of error do not constitute sufficient negative reinforcement to 
statistically affect the learning process one way or another. Other 
experiments have been run showing that smaller-step programs lead to 
higher grades on final examinations, but take more time to complete. 
None of these experiments involved large enough groups of students to 
be considered conclusive. Recently, hm~ever, Skinner has modified his 
views to the extent of granting that step-size should be relative to 
the subject matter being taught. 
Two studies have been made by Systems Development Corporations 
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and 'the University of Pittsburgh concerning overt responses. Reports 
indicated that students who merely thought of the answers without writ-
ing anything learned faster and retained more than students who actually 
wrote the answers. Another study made by the same group yielded no dif-
ferenee,:; between the methods of reepondin.g. (5). The main object of 
having a.ny :response at all is not to test, but to ensure the attention 
a.nd a.ctiYe participation of the student, as well s.s to have a record of 
the progress showing where the student had difficulty. 
Dr. Ja.mes Holland, also of Harvard, suggested that the most imper-
tant factor in programmed learning is the continuous active attention 
of the student. If the student is highly motiva.ted, the student will 
pa.y attention and read the items carefully anyway. It will make no 
di:t'fe:rence if a pupil makes constructed :responses, multiple-choice re-
sponses or no overt responses a.t all. The decision. a.s to which response 
method to use should probably be based on the subject being taught and 
the age level of the student. In the spelling of words, making con-
structed responses would be preferable. In a psychology program the 
student may only be required to remember pieces of information and 
rules, and multiple-choice response would be just a.s efficacious a.nd 
less time consuming. (5). The wording of the questions and the context 
set by the sequence of questions are usually adequate to indicate the 
type of answer required. 
Howard ~endler made the following statement~ 
There is no psychological principle of which I am aware 
that would oppose the use of teaching machines. Conversely, there 
are several principles that would suggest that the teaching 
machine would be an effective and efficient educational tool. 
Ultimately we have to develop better theories of behavior, par-
ticularly those of transfer and symbolic processes, in order to 
make the best use of teaching machines. Although it might be non-
strategic to consider these theoretical problems immediatelyj I 
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think it would be more nonstrategic to deny their existence. (14). 
Research in Programmed Instruction 
The three publications, Programmed Instruction--Todax and Tomorrow, 
by Wilbur Schramm; !:,r.osEectives in .Prog~ng,~ is an edited ca.hier of 
the three 1962 summer institutes in programmed instruction conducted by 
the Center of Programmed Instruction; and "The New Educational 'fechnology11 
in the November, 1962, issue of the .American Behavioral Sci.entist~ while -- -- --·--· ·-----· 
presenting divergent Yiewpoints a.nd different aspects of the wide range 
of informati.on about the field of progr.arrnned instruction., have a common 
denominator: Agree.men:t that programming has made the educational com-
munity :recognize more clearly the importance of id.entifying specific 
terminal behaviors and the value of testing and revising instructional 
materials on the basis of analyzed student response. (15). 
The rapid growth of programmed instruction a.nd the problems asso= 
ciated with its growth led the Carnegie Corporation of New York to award 
a. grant to the Educa.tional Testing Service for a. study of standards for 
evaluating programs. A result of the study is a guide to the schoolm.a.n 
for use in selecting programmed instructional :materials. The guide con-
tains a check-list procedure fo~ use in :making decisions about programmed 
instruction. The purpose is to determine the suitability of the program 
for the schooJ..rnanus purpose. All problems will not be solved by such 
an aid, but some definite guidance is provided for today's decisions 
about programmed learning materials. (16)o 
Seemly research in the use of programmed instruction has affected 
nearly every part of the American educational structure. From elementary 
students to adult traineesj from college classrooms to Air Force 
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installations, experiments have probed the potentialities of programmed 
learning, but the research is only beginning. Much more research has 
to come before progrannned learning can be adequately evaluated. Never= 
theless, even now, despite the insufficiency of ex:perimental data, the 
developing scene of progrannned learning may be examined with interest. 
(4). 
About fifty years ago, in 1912, the famous psychologist, Edward L. 
Thorndike, in his book., "Ed:uoation," outlined a blueprint :f'or progrrumned 
learning devices: 
A human being should not be wasted in doing what forty sheets 
of paper or two phonographs can do. If, by a miracle of mechani= 
cal ingenuity, a book could be so arranged that only to him who 
had done what was directed on page one would page two become visi-
ble, and so on, much that now requires personal instruction could 
be managed by print. The improvement of printed directions, 
statements of facts, exercise books and the like is as :important 
as the improvement of the powers of teachers themselves to diag= 
nose the condition of pupils and to guide their activities by 
personal means. Just because personal teaching is precious and 
can do what books and apparatus cannot, it should be saved for 
its peculiar work. The best teacher·uses books and appliances 
as well as his own insight, sympathy, and magnetism. (9). 
Not long ago the famous educator Fra.nk C. Laubach gave similar 
counsel in the autobiogra.phy, "Thirty Years with the Silent Billion. 11 
11We must prove to the student that he can learn easily, quickly, and 
delightfully, no matter how old he is," Laubach wrote. "Every step 
must be so short that an ordinary man can take it easily. 11 ( 9) • 
This is an almost exact description of what happens when a student 
works through a modern progrannned textbook. The student reads, answers 
a question, and only when the answer is verified does the student pro= 
ceed to the next item. The student's attention is constantly rEWarded. 
(9). 
There are many ways to gauge progrannned learning. One method is 
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measuring the reduction in study time. At Collegiate School for boys 
in New York City students finished a mathematics course in half' the 
time required for a control group to complete the course. Freshmen at 
Hamilton College went through a program of logic in one-third less time 
than normal, and the grade average rose remarkedly. At Ohio University 
students finished a course in 20 per cent less time after the subject 
was programmed as a Crowder "scrambled" book. At Bellevue Public Schools, 
Washington, seventh gra.de youngsters taking an e.lgebra course usually 
given to eighth or ninth graders finished a semester of study in two 
months. In addition to saving time, teaching machines generally en-
courage students to do better work. (9). 
The qualities of programmed learning which are advantageous for 
bright, average or slow students are also an advantage for the student 
who is physically or mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed. The 
retarded student is allowed to go a.long at his own rate and not be 
abused because he is unable to keep up with a "class." The ernotiona,lly 
disturbed or retarded child may simply need more time for work and the 
teaching machine will be patient. Speed is not the equivalent of in-
telligence, although many classrooms operate on such a basis. (9). 
In the Blue Ridge mountain county of Roanoke, Virginia, pupils in 
the eighth grade of the local schools completed in a single term a full 
year of algebra, normally reserved for the first year of high school 
in other parts of the country. Only one child in the entire Roanoke 
school system failed to perform satisfactorily on a standardized 
algebra examination. (4). 
The diverse achievements are rieither accidents nor as unrelated as 
a casual reading might suggest; In each instance classroom teachers 
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have been utilizing the techniques of programmed learning, a method of 
pedagogy that increases the learning rate and proficiency of pupils and 
students. The results of the studies and similar successful experiences 
are not conclusive, but they have alerted educators at all levels and 
in many areas to knowledge of a new educational potential. Although 
such trials do not represent finely controlled experiments, the trial-
testing does contain enough promise to produce interest in programmed 
learning. (4). 
For many years Dr. T. W. Blyt.h of Hamilton College has been teach ... 
ing a course in logic, Dr, Blyth finds that giving the class programmed 
instruction to take home saves time which was formerly wasted on routine 
checking or drill. Instead of holding classes for three hours a week 
the class now meets for only two hours and still covers more material 
than previously with conventional methods. Also the new technique 
enables pinpointing a student's problems very quickly by checking the 
answers on the program. (9). 
According to Fine (9) the failing rate in a medical technology 
class at Point Park Junior College., Pittsburgh., had dropped from twelve 
per cent to three per cent after teaching ma.chines were introduced. 
The percentage of A and B students rose from fifty to eighty-five., and 
the students completed the course in 30 hours rather than the usual 120 
hours. 
The need for research on improved teaching techniques is voiced by 
Dr. Howard F. Fehr of the Columbia University ma.thematics department: 
Any 17th century mathematician reappearing upon the earth 
today could enter most classrooms in our traditional high 
school and without any preparation, teach the present curriculumj 
· so far it is behind the times. 
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This view was stated by The Standard Research Institute in a recent 
study on "Impacts of a Teaching Machine": 
Programmed instruction, via a teaching machine, although 
still in the experimental stage may well prove a revolutionary 
route to better quality and lower costs in training a.nd educa-
tion. The outlook for teaching machines is speculative but 
highly promising. Although too early to predict in detail the 
manner and extent to which the concept of programmed instruc= 
tion is to be adopted, clearly there are many applications to 
teaching machines and programmed texts of various types and 
the potential markets are both large and diverse. (9). 
In summary, these are the conclusions Fine (9) reached after inter-
views with students participating in progrwnmed instructed classes: 
1) Most students prefer teaching machines to the methods of the 
conventional classroom. 
2) Students would rather have the ma.chine and the human teacher 
than either the machine or the teacher alone. 
3) Students feel that a human teacher is especially important in 
discussion subjects such as social studies, philosophy, cre-
a,tive writing, and history; in brief, the non-tool subjects. 
4) Students think the teaching machine needs to be improved to 
allow for review. 
5) Students respond enthusiastically to irranediate reinforcemento 
6) Students believe the steP-by-step framing technique improves 
learning. 
7) Students like the principle of errorless learning. 
8) Students like being able to study at an individual pace and 
accept the opportunity as a challenge. 
9) Students believe programmed learning is especially suited to 
the bright student and the student who is below average. 
10) The students made a very definite response in favor of the new 
learning psychology and against the aversive psychology of the 
traditional classroom. 
The New York Board of Education has instituted a teacher training 
program in the use of self-instructional devices and has freed two 
members of the teaching staff to write programs. (5). 
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other educational systems followed the schools and colleges into 
the new fields of programmed learning. Industrial training specialists 
concerned with educating adults found ways to apply learning programs 
to meet industrial problems. Bell Telephone Laboratories, the Polaroid 
Corporation, Corning Glass Works, and the Hughes Aircraft Company have 
begun programming in company classrooms. International Business Machines 
and the Eastman Koadak Compa117 already have studied the efficiency of 
programming aa a new induatrial training method. (4). 
Eastman Kodak prepared and tested a 70-item course for the employees 
on how to read the punchings on IBM data cards. The company was amazed 
to find that in a very short time the employees mastered a technique 
which had previously resisted the best of teaching efforts. 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films is currently field testing a whole 
range of mathematics .programs of the Skinner-type in various pa.rte of 
the country. A linear English program. published by Harcourt-Brace is 
being used in a number of schools. Results show that students using 
Skinnerian programs eventually reach an. equal level of comprehension 
of the subject matter presented in the program. The time required may 
vary with the student's intellectual capacity; but, according to Foltz 0s 
theory the slow student with enough time will equal the faster class-
mates in comprehension. (5). 
A harbinger of the coming change is the program for U.S. census-
takers now being developed by Dr. Klaus. In 196o it took 16 hours to 
train each of the 16o,OOO men and women for the population census. Dr. 
Klaus estimated the new programmed correspondence course will do the 
job in half the time with a big financial saving for the government. (9). 
Today there are at least forty to fifty companies producing various 
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types of automated self-instructional devices, twenty or more writing 
a.nd publishing programmed textbooks, and a.t least an equa.l number who 
have announced research is in progress with the intent of entering the 
field of programmed instruction. (5). 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Programmed Learning 
Various segments of programmed instruction have been criticized 
by educators. Arthur Lumsda.ine, Research Advisor for Education Media 
to the America.n Institute for Resea.rch, pointed out four ma.,jo:r question 
areas concerning programmed learning. Lum.sdaine stated that by break-
ing dJwn the various aspects of the following question, a basis could 
be formed for identifying most of the differences to be found among 
existing programs. (17). The questions pertain to the following: 
1) The size of steps in a program. 
2) The content of prompts or manner of cueing. 
3) The content of the feedback +.hat is given. 
4) The logic of program sequence. 
Programmed instruction has presented problems which the behaviorial 
theorist hopefully will solve, but which nevertheless, currently concerns 
the schoolman since indications are that behavior theory is not adequate 3 
nor is the method of programming sufficiently firm. The characteristics 
of effective programs cannot be specified in advance. Likewise.9 the 
effectiveness of a text and an achievement examination cannot be spet".:i"", 
f:Led in adv1rnce. 'I'here is no set of ob.:j®cttve char.\'l.cterfatics whi.ch 
can be reliably used to judge quality when quality is determined by 
student achievement. Such disedvantages do not prevent preparation of 
programs. Program evaluation like the eva.luation of tests, texts, and 
teaching a.ids is an empirical process. (16). 
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Criticism of programmed instruction is often due to insufficient 
information and misunderstanding of programmed instruction. One of the 
most vociferous criticisms is the idea that teaching machines will re-
place teachers. Programmed instruction is to serve as a supplement 
for the teacher and free the teacher for more creative presentation of 
the subject and solving of individual problems. 
Ma.chines cannot suppl1 the warmth, understanding, and personal 
interest a human teacher extends to the students. More teachers will 
be needed to fill the increased demand for more counselors and pro-
gramming specialists. (4). 
Another criticism is the cost of programmed instruction. Teaching 
machines range from $20 to $500 each, plus the expenditure of the pro~ 
gramrned material, maintenance costs, and some provision for storage. 
Many schools are questioning the improved results in relation to ex-
pense. However, as greater quantities of programmed material are pro-
duced, unit cost will decrease. Every school board must weigh immediate 
expense against eventual returns. The cost of education is ultimately 
not half' so crucial as the service performed. Education strengthens 
democracy just as national defense preserves democracy; both are beyond 
mere questions of budget balancing. A curious fact is that man is for-
ever moving ahead, but looking backward. (9). 
Criticisms are most commonly cited in the form of advantages and 
disadvantages of programmed learning. 
Disadvantages 
Many people have indicated that the use of programmed instruction, 
in which each new concept is broken down into small parts, may eliminate 
creativity in the learning process and foster generations of unimaginative 
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students. Eciucators to whom the- speed of automated teaching is a matter 
of concern point out that the intellectually superior high school gradu= 
ates for whom the learning process·has been accelerated by machines 
may be too young to adjust well to society. Increased learning speed 
could also greatly increase the number of students equipped for higher 
education, thus accentuate the present strain on the capacity of our 
nation's colleges. 
Some persons have said the experience of never making a mistake in 
school could mean psychological disaster once a student made a mistake 
outside of school. (11). Fortunately such views are more alarming 
than accurate. If programmed instruction is applied with discretionj 
it can be the course of major benefits for the students. Imagination 
and ability to deal with society can be enhanced rather than reduced. 
Experiments conducted so far indicate that use of programmed instruc= 
tion allows the student to absorb material more thoroughly and more 
rapidly than possible with conventional methods. More class time can 
be made available for more creative work. (11). 
A disadvantage of available programrned material is that programs 
now emerging from various laboratories are simply a rehash of existing 
textbooks. This is a serious failing of programmed learning today, a 
failing despite the assurance of Harvard 0s Dean Kep::pal: 110ur concern 
is that high quality be at the core of the tea,ching machine curriculum 
rather than an.y effort to show that we can save time. 11 (9). 
Another problem is the incompetency of progranuners now at work 
around the country. Some are unqualified or insufficiently trained. 
One public official responsible for educational policies voiced 
the fear that'programrning devices "threaten to destroy diversity and 
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place pupils in molds. 11 However, the present educational system is 
marked by conformity and regimentation. Programmed instruction should 
have the opposite effect to that of placing stud~nts in"identical molds. 
The only equalizing effect that programmed instruction preswna.bly will 
have is the education of everyone to a basic minim.al level. (10). 
Some teachers are concerned over the possibility of students 
cheating when using programmed material~ by looking ahead at the an= 
swers.. Green (10) believes that a student who knows that cheating 
defeats the entire purpose of programmed instruction will be less likely 
to cheat. After allj the only person cheated is the student. A student 
will become fatigued after working for a long time iri such a textbook. 
The temptation to cut a corner does exist. Moreo11er·~ as the student 
idly scans a page of frames in a programmed textbooki the student often 
spots an item ahead that can be answered. The tendency to answer the 
question is great. The feeling of getting ahead provides reinforcement. 
The teaching machine potentially gives more adequate control over 
the sequence of the learning process than does the progranuned textbook. 
The additional control may not be pa.rticularly 1.mportan.t, but until 
more evidence is a.vailablej the assumption that l\'!lontrol is unimportant 
should not be made. 
Criticisms have been made of machineso Existing machines somet:imes 
break down. The teaching ma1Jhines are not standardized. A program that 
fits one machine does not fit another. (10). 
Some mislead persons call programming an audio=visual aid and some 
- --.. ..... -~· 
persons call programmed learning a test. Programmed learning is not 
an audio=visual aid. Most audio=visual aids are either response or 
stimulus devices, whereas progrananed learning is an effort to complete 
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the total educational model: Stimulus, response, and reinforcement. 
Programmed learning is not a test. Programmed learning is a teaching 
method, not a testing method. Programmed material seeks to supply under-
standing; testing, on the other hand, measures that understanding. The 
simple developing of items, as in a test does not provide the organized, 
orderly se~uence for self-instruction that is a primary principle of 
the prograrmning approach. To construct a test and call the test a. pro-
gram places all the burden for learning on the student, whereas an ef-
fective program assumes the major portion of that responsibility, enabl-
ing any norm.al student to master the content. (4). 
A problem raised by the students was that the machine did not allow 
.for review of the work. The problem is gradually being resolved. The 
Min-Max II, for example, makes provision for the student to take out 
frames that have been used if the student wants to review some of the 
questions or subject matter that have alr~ady gone before. The problem 
does not exist in most of the non-machine programmed instruction ma-
terials now being used, points out Dr. Maurice Mitchell. Children ca.n 
go forward or backward at their own pace and without feeling guilty. 
It really does not matter since students are not graded on day-to-day 
work. Students are graded at the end of each week or semester, or by 
some other arrangement made with the teacher. (9). 
Sometimes boredom seems to increa.se as the student works through 
a program, however, there is not evidence that the loss of fascination 
does away with the effectiveness of the teaching device. 
One problem will be an exaggeration of the problem of age grouping 
versus ability grouping. The bright student is now faced with the pros-
pects of staying with a group that is chronologically of the same 
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generation or of moving into an older age group whose abilities, knowl-
edge, and sophistication are commensurate with his own. On the positive 
side, the self-pacing feature of the technique enables a student to 
make up missed materials efficiently and with little expenditure of 
time. (10). 
Dr. Skinner comments: 
The necessary techniques for a renaissance in education 
are now. The necessary equipment can be produced. We have the 
skills, the brains, and the know-how to meet the challenge. Noth-
ing stands in the way, but cultural inertia. (9). 
Without a doubt, the biggest challenge to the acceptance of pro ... 
gra.mmed instruction will be to enlist the cooperation of the majority 
of the teachers. In Fine's (9) conversation with teachers many were 
hostile to progre.nuned learning. The simplest expression of the hos-
tility was an unwillingness to change career-long methods of teaching. 
Like everybody else, teachers are creatures of habit. 
The teacher cannot move forward unless backed bf the administrator. 
Administrators and educational groups that represent the teaching pro-
gression have shown an a.mazing desire to take pa.rt in the movement: 
a.mazing, because as a rule these authorities are the last to accept 
technological advances; amazing also because several problems and 
dilemmas have now emerged at the administrative level of pr~grammed 
learning. (9). 
However, some school administrators express reservations, as does 
Dr. George N. Wells, school superintendent in Bloomington, Illinois. 
"We are not as enthusiastic about teaching machines, as some people 
seem to be. We expect to use this new device as an aid and nothing 
more." (9). 
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An important pit.fall arises with present practices used in the 
adoption o.f' programs. A prevalent practice is to consider the use o.f' 
a program only to do an undesired job. Programs are admira.bly suited 
to such a type of application, but the problem is in the image that 
the practice produces. It would be unfortunate if the limited amount 
of available program-preparation talent were to go into remedial and 
rote instruction. Programming can be effective when applied to con-
ceptua,l ma.terials and used to promote cognitive development. Pro-
granuned instruction should not be given mere back-door accepts.nee in 
the schools. The practice is self-defeating and likely to stifle a 
struggling infant technology that should be given acceptance and en-
couragement. (16). 
Ma.ny criticisms of teaching machines a.re based on insufficient 
in.f'orma,tion, which is based in turn on a lack o.f' a,dequate research. 
But if most examples of resistance to the new technique can be traced 
to inconclusive research, so can many instances of undue optimism. 
A threat to programmed instruction is that the technique will be 
over-sold. Perhaps programming cannot meet all claims that are made. 
Persons who expect too much are bound for disappointment. The dis-
appointment might become a reaction against programming that could 
cause total rejection in the long run. (10). Improved research and 
availability of results would help diminish such a problem. A few of 
the methodological errors that plague educational research are: the 
small sample, failure to use random assignments, exposure too brief to 
produce a change, and use of unreliable criterion measures of question-
able validity. (18). 
Advantages 
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Many educa.tors believe that the advantages outweigh the dis-
advantages. 
Professors John Blyth and John Jacobson programmed a freshman 
course in logic which was tested at Hamilton College. Blyth and Jacob= 
son prepared a report in which they discussed and summed up the use of 
programmed instruction in the classroom. "We found many advantages and 
no disadvantages." (5), 
1) There was no wasted cla.ss time on routine checking or drill. 
2) There was no wasted class time on unprepared students. We 
knew in advance exactly who·had done the work on the programs 
and who ha.d not. We believe tha.t evidence of work on programmed 
materia.l should become a ticket of a.dmission to class. 
3) Examinations of student work on the progra.m ens.bled us to pre-
ps.re for a. class period with prior knowledge of the points that 
needed further clarification. 
4) In the classroom work we could presuppose a common background 
or experience with a. large number of releva.nt examples en-
countered in the progra.m. 
5) We wasted no time trying to loca.te and correct misconceptions 
students had mastered through unchecked practice. 
6) We could usua.lly count on a. working command of basic concepts 
and principles. Class time could therefore be devoted to fur-
ther development of the concept and their applications to new 
areas. 
7) Cla.ssroom efficiency was increased by at least a third. In-
stead of a standard three hours a week we met two hours a week, 
;yet we were able to cover more material more thoroughly than 
ever before. 
S) Individual differences were not entirely removed. But the range 
was greatly reduced with every student moving closer to mastery. 
I had at least three students in a section of twenty who, in 
my judgment, would have failed the course in the preceding yearo 
They passed with a very safe margin. 
9), Many fewer private conferences with individual students were 
needed. In the conferences that ~.·rere needed it was possible 
to diagnose the difficulty very quickly by analyzing the 
student I s answers to the programmed materials. More often than 
not such conferences led to revisions in the program in the 
hope of avoiding such troubles for other students. 
One of the greatest and most sustained economies may lie in 
the amount of time it takes to educate any one student. National edu~ 
cation now costs $20 billion a year $500 a year for each child and 
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12 years per child. I£ a child could go through school in 9, 10, 11 
years, millions of dollars could be saved. (9). 










Responsiveness to individual differences. Machines will enable 
almost all students to learn at a rate commensurate with their 
intelligence. 
A feed-back system of reinforcements and rewards which en-
courages almost all students to do their best. 
An antidote to the aversive psychology of most present day 
classrooms. Programmed learning is enjoyable. 
Special values in machines for gifted students and remedial 
instruction, as well as for those who are physically or men-
tally retarded or emotionally disturbed. 
A vast improvement in the teaching of tool subjects like sci-
ence, mathematics and l.a.nguage, and a significant if lesser, 
improvement in subjects like history and literature. 
A reduction in the amount of routine teaching drudgery, drill 
and paper work that now takes up so much of a teacher's time, 
and a consequent release of time for individual problems, 
groups discussions, conferences, and curriculum development, 
thus enhancing the teacher's prestige. 
A tremendous boost to education outside of the classroom: 
in underdeveloped countries, rural areas, industry, the armed 
forces, and home study courses. 
Teaching techniques will improve, since the teachers will get 
the scientific and educational approach to learning. 
The rate of learning will be increased. Surveys and experi-
ments in the· field so far indicate that students bright, a.ver-
age, or dull, learn faster on a teaching machine than in the 
conventional classroom. 
Foltz (5) mentioned the ensuing advantages: 
1) In certain situations human instructors are not available. 
Small, isolated school districts without the funds or personnel 
to offer courses in certain subjects would be able to offer 
the courses in programmed form. 
2) Many teaching devices are virtually cheat-proof. Scoring is 
done item by item, diagnostically, thus reducing the necessity 
of testing and allowing a teacher to determine the exact 
problems of each student. Knowing the trouble spots, the 
teacher may correct them by a modification of the program. 
3) The tutorial patience of the self-instructional device is very 
useful in a number of fields, including the instruction of 
handicapped and emotionally disturbed children. 
4) There are times when the course material is so complex that 
teachers do not have the time or methods to teach it effec-
tively. The self-instructional device presents a program in 
which the complexity of the material has been simplified 
through the introduction of small, more easily assimilated 
bits of information. 
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5) · A good programmed text can give feedback much more simply but 
just as effectively as a machine. ·Moreover, with a text a 
student can work anywhere, anytime, without waiting for a 
machine to become available. 
Thus, programmed instruction has a clearly delineated place in 
education. Programmed instruction is a practical method of individual 
instruction. There are many who, with some reason, fear the introduc= 
tion of any type of automated teaching of individual thought. Programmed 
instruction is not a means of further removing education from intelligent 
human control, but rather the use of scientific analysis to bring edu= 
cation under intelligent human control. 
Porter (3) emphasized an advantage of programmed materials over 
the conventional textbook. The teaching machine programmer, can dis-
cover good and poor portions of the test by examining student· responses 
to particular items, and can rewrite the items on the basis of such in= 
formation. The programmer is forced to think in terms of the responses 
students will make to specific items and analyze carefully the exact 
behavior trying to be taught and how such a behavior relates to previous 
learning history of the student and the aid in future performance. If 
certain facts or relationships are to be taught, then the programmer 
must provide the student with items designed to elicit responses appro= 
priate to these learnings. 
Lysaught (4) added to the list of advantages. A program could be 
used as pa.rt of the learner's homework, both to review the work pre= 
viously covered by traditional instruction and to prepare for the next 
lessons. Short unit programs on basic clothing construction is a 
possibility for use in this manner. 
A significa·nt benefit of the programmed learning is the demands of 
a selection of concrete goals before the construction of a program is 
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undertaken" If the generaliza:tions. about programmed learning are at all 
valid, corroborating ewidence ought to emerge from research into cla:Sl:l= 
room use of programmed material" 
All of the advantages are not evident in all situationso Each 
program should be critically evaluated in relation to the situation in 
which the program is to be usedo Only after the advantages have been 
weighed against the disadYantage:s can a wise de:c:ision governing the use 
of programmed material be madeo {4)o 
The Application of Programmed Instruction 
Teachi:t}Ji Devi~ 
Successful transfer of training from the teaching device to the 
"real'' problems is the ultimate eriterion of the effectiveness of a 
teaching deviceo So far the greatest value of teaching machines appears 
to lie in "toolll subjects" 
Machines can grapple with factsj but are limited in teaching imagi= 
nation.11 emotional or artistic sensitivity, or th~. lntell~re:tual tn~:lght 
which relates widely different ideaso Perhaps history.ii philosophyj and 
other non=tool :subjects could be taught by seJ)(-i.rating the functions of 
human and mechanical teachers" Machines would handle the simpler ideas 
and basic facts ,ii such as dates 9 e'wents .ll and rules; the huma:n teacher 
would relate the facts and g:l.Y~ the f'act,,s meaningo Until this is donei.11 
however, teaching machines will have greatest influence on the more 
factual subjects" (9)o 
One disadvantage of the machine as a teaching device is the higher 
cost than of a programmed text or booko Unlike the textbook, however 9 
a machine can be used over and over with only minor wearo Programmed 
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text must be replaced as the books wear out or sooner if the answers 
are written into the text. 
The programmed text has merits in that the text is less awkward 
than a machine and takes up less room on a student's desk. Moreover, 
a programmed book can be taken home. An advantage most machines have 
over programmed texts is a built-in grading device. Machines keep a 
record of a student's right and wrong answers, and the record is avail-
able to the teacher as soon as the course is finished. Another possible 
disadvantage of progra.mmed books iis tha,t students occasionally take 
shortcuts and peek at answers. While books have not ret been mm.de 
cheat-proof, :ma.chines prevent the student from looking ahead before 
writing the answer, and the answer, once written, cannot be erased or 
changed. Dr. Homme believes cheating will not be a problem. If a 
student is graded on the basis of a weekly, monthly or semester test, 
the student will gain nothing by cutting corners during periods of 
study. (9). 
There is no absolute answer on the choice of teaching machines or 
programmed text. But even the most heated opponent of devices will 
admit that certain situations demand the use of teaching machines. (5). 
There is the matter of attitude toward the use of a teaching na-
chine on the part of both the instructor and the learner. Some re-
actions are positive~ reports favor prograJllll1ed materials presented by 
machine as "more absorbing" and "more demanding." other reactions are 
negative to the ma,::hine while fav-orable to the program content. To 
some extent, the latter attitude may be attributed to mechanical and 
design deficiencies in early machine models. (4). 
The educational objective, the subject matter, and the level of 
the student should determine the type of program employ-ed 1 which in 
turn should determine the type of device. (5). 
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To some persons teaching machines seem to be nothing more than 
testing devices. Although teaching machines could be used for testing 
purposes, both the machines and the associated educational content are 
designed especially for teaching. While a teaching machine program 
contains a carefully arranged series of problems with prompts designed 
to lead a student gradually to a perfect performance, a test provides 
only minimal prompts in the questions asked. 'rhe purpose of a test is 
to evaluate, not teach. (3), 
I.t' the program is to be used in con,junction with a specif'ic machine, 
there are two main points to be considered: the machine's theoretical 
effectiveness as an instructor and the machine's pra.ctical use, particu-
larly in classroom situations. If the progra:mmed materials are in pro..: 
grarnmed text format the design should facilitate use of the information 
for reference purposes. The programmed text should contain a detailed 
table of contents and an index. 
Y.!! ~. Progra.rnmiJ:l.Ji ~n y~ !r.e!.§. 
By a.:nswering current American school eduoa.tiona.1 needs in many 
respects, programmed instruction has received wide acclaim. Programmed 
instruction gains added stature by a promise of helping to solve other 
problems perhaps less monumental, but undeniably important. Adult edu-
cation, training in the military, training in industry and education, 
and training in developing countries should also be considered. For 
Americans who have completed formal schooling and want to continue their 
education, programmed instruction can be a great help. (11). 
Deficiencies in preparation could be more easily remedied by 
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programmed instruction. The child who missed fractions because of the 
measles need no longer lack "aptitude for mathematics." The graduate 
student who lacks certain needed subjects need not defer graduate career 
while ta.king time off to make up needed subjects. Such supplementary 
education could be undertaken concurrently with the formal courses of 
study. More time might be released for the pursuit of independent re-
search at all levels. An important advantage lies in the therapeutic 
effect on education resulting from such a change in technique. Many 
learning difficulties are emotional rather than intellectual. Reducing 
the incidence of these could have incalculable advantages. (5). 
Schools are often short of teachers, guidance counselors, and 
supervisors to handle the heavy influx of after=hours adult classes. 
Teaching machines could take up the slack. Ten million American adults 
who cannot read or write beyond the fourth-grade level never go to after= 
hours school. Some are illiteratej unable to write their names or make 
sense of the daily newspaper. These people do not lack intelligence 
nearly so much as they lack an opportunity to learn. Teaching machines 
may be the answer to education for the illiterate adults. (9). Another 
67 million adult Americans did not finish high school. Of these, 44 
million failed to reach the ninth grade. The number of droP=outs grows 
higher every year. Fine (9) states that the United States is obligated 
to provide every citizen at least a high school education. 
Adults out of school often lack the proper motivation to learn. 
Teaching machines have a freshness and an unorthodox manner that create 
enthusiasm. Moreover, programmed learning makes use of the natural 
human desire for rewards, creates motivation, makes learning easy, and 
cuts study time. Each of these qualities is tailored for the education 
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of a.dult,is. '!'here a.re El. ni.unbe·r 01' ways thiit teaching machines can be 
introduced into aduU education: through direct compa.ny.-to-home sales 
of programmed books and machines; trrough programmed correspondence 
courses; through programmed study at home and thrm.:J.gh library sources Q 
(9). 
Moving away from education in the formal aspects, home-oriented 
activities such as gardening., chess, and contract bridge are ideal for 
programming. Programmed learning has a future outside as well as in= 
side the basic school system. (9)o One of the biggest beneficiaries 
of progranuned learning may well be the immense and varied group of people 
who study part-time. Approximately ten million American adults are tak-
ing extension courses of some form. (9). 
'rhere are more people in the world than ever before:, and a far 
greater number of' the people want an education. The demand cannot be 
met simply by building more schools and t:raini:n.g more teachers. Educa-
tion must become more efficient. Cu:rric:ula should be revised and sim-
plified., and textbooks and clase:rooms techn:i.ques improved. (7). 
Use of Programmj.ng in Business and Ipg:!-!_sgz 
Although research in the field of programmed instruction is in-
complete and many vital questions are s·bill unanswered:i quite a few 
commercial firms have seized upon the new medium. Companies are faced 
with maintaining permanent staffs of highly specialized instructors to 
train new employees and old employees moving on to new jobs. Progrannned 
instruction may offer a simpler, cheaper, and more effective solution 
of training personnel. (11). 
'I'he increased demand for training, improved skills II and better edu-
cation in industry has stimulated some business organizations to explore 
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the possibilities of programmed learning with the aid of devices which 
include automated teaching machines. (17). Domestic education can 
profit by research findings of business, with special attention focused 
upon the basic principles of programming. 
Professor Harold S. Clark of Teachers College at Columbia Uni-
versity estimates that industrial training accounts for two-thirds of 
the money spent on the entire educational system in the United States 
every year. Industry has found that basic job skills such as manipula-
tion of tools, blueprint readi11g, names of parts, shop mathematics., 
ra.dio code instruction, shorthand, and typing can be programmed, Pro-
grannn.ed learning is especially useful for industries which have a rapid 
technological change. (9). 
David J. Padwa, president of Basic Systems, Inc. , a leading company 
in the field of programming, states how different industries have put 
programmed instruction to work, noting that progranuning can do a job 
not only in manual skills for industry, but in service skills for work= 
ers, whose tasks may bring the workers into daily contact with the pub= 
lie. (19). 
Dow Chemical has worked with Basic Systems, Inc., to set up a course 
to teach the salesmen how to improve listening ability. Now, eour~es 
for listening are offered for workers in drug, automotivej insura.nce, 
and utility industries, 
American Telephone and Telegraph put a progranuned listening course 
into effect to help workers learn to analyze complaints on telephone 
service, called in by customers. The course improved customer relation 
and helped save the company money by cutting down the number of repair 
calls to one visit. (19). 
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DuPont est:i.ma.ted that programmed teaching increased the amount the 
trainees learned by about 25 per cent and reduced class time by about 
the same percentage. International Business Machines used programmed 
instruction in a data processing course and found that the trainees had 
a mean score of 95.1 on the final test and took only 11 hours to com-
plete the course. Trainees taught by the lecture-discussion method 
took 15 hours to complete the course and had a mean score of 86.2 on 
the final test. (20). 
The January 25, 1963, issue of Printer's Ink entered into the dis= 
cussion on programmed instruction with a rather lengthy article on the 
"new business tool." Seldom has any new 11 tool" caught the preference 
of business as quickly as has programmed instruction. More than 200 
fir.ms have had programs custom-tailored on business skills. 
Harold L. Moon, unit manager of programmed instruction, training 
materials and information services, McGra.w Book Company, says he con-
siders use of the programming technique in 75 per cent of their training 
problems and recommends progra.mmin.g about 50 per cent of the time. This 
decision depends upon many factors: the kind and number of people to be 
tra.ined., what the trainees will do, where the training is to take place, 
the availability of instructors, the availability of space, and the 
budget. (21), Programmed instruction is enjoying rapid growth in 
business applications. Moon estimates 20 per cent of major American 
corporations a.re experimenting or using progra.mming in training pro-
grams. (21). 
The March, 1963., issue of Stores relates a conclusion formed at a 
personnel group convention on the subject of programmed instruction. 
A general a.ppraisal was given by James White, training director of 
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Jordan Marsh. Perha,ps the most suitable subject for programmed learning 
lends itself to clear definitions and measurements, a subject in which 
there is easy transition from programmed situation to actual performance. 
Barbara Rimbach, training director of the Gilchrist Company, Boston, 
finds that programmed learning is an asset to stores with several 
branches by getting merchandising information to the branches quickly 
and easily. (22). 
The cost factor was a main topic in the discussion at the personnel 
group convention. A suggestion was made concerning the possibility of 
starting an industry-wide programming plan. The same procedure is 
possible in the school systems. Another possibility would be to have 
suppliers program retail training material on their own products. (22). 
If such an idea. is carried through, clothing classes would benefit from 
textiles companies, pattern companies, and even sewing machine companies 
supplying schools with programs on directions and suggestions concerning 
the company's product. 
Ma.rketing Management Inc., a Chicago sales training-programming 
firm, has programmed for such leading companies as: Quaker Oats, Abbott 
Laboratories, Lever Brothers, Zenith Radio, Shell Oil, General Tire and 
Rubber, and Bell and Howell. There is little doubt that the use of 
programmed instruction techniques, in business in general and sales 
training in particular, will grow. The growth, however, will be shaped 
by practical considerations and experience. (21). 
Most retailers commenting upon programming stated this fa.ct: P:ro= 
grammed instruction should be placed alongside all other training tech-
niques and should be used when it will do the job better than any other 
tecbnicp3 available. (21). 
Textbook publishing houses have not ignored the possibility of the 
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contribution to programmed instruction. McGraw-Hill, giant of the pub= 
lishing industry,has moved aggressively into programmed instruction. 
Currently, the most active division of McGraw-Hill is the textbook 
division which already has the credit of the publication of the most 
extensively tested and used program now in existence, the Holland-
Skinner Psychology course. McGra.w-Hill has hired as consulting editors, 
Professor James Holland of Harvard and Dr. Stuart Marguilies of the 
Center for Program,ed Instruction, Inc., to insure that programs pub-
lished will be of high quality. other negotiations have been trans= 
acted with Eastman Kodak concerning the publication of McGraw=Hill pro-
grams on microfilm and the publication in text format of employee train-
ing programs developed by Eastman Kodak. (11). 
The greatest drawback to programmed learning in industry has been 
the scarcity of programs. More experiments are being conducted with 
teaching machines in the armed forces than in any other areas not ex= 
eluding industry and formal education. Almost two decades before the 
present interest in programmed learningj the services recognized and 
exploited the benefits of allowing students to learn at different 
speeds. Because the military services are able to spend hugh sums of 
moneyj most of the large=scale testing of machines has taken place 
among military personnel" One thing is certain; the armed forces are 
already giving the teaching=machi:ne movement the biggest financial 
boost. (9). 
Programming in General 
The technique of programming is dev·eloping rapidly. New approaches 
are continually being devised. Researchers have just begun to explore 
the possibilities of programming techniques. Certain problems can be 
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anticipated, The problems may be categorized as problems of program= 
ming, problems of production and the economics associated with problems 
of school administration, problems of effectiveness, and problems created 
for the student. (10), 
Insofar as problems of school administration are concerned;1 the 
most immediate effect of widespread adoption of programming techniques 
will be in the area of curriculum planning, Moore has demonstrated 
that three=year=old children can be taught to read and write using 
specially constructed typewriters, Komoski and Eigen have demonstrated 
that children in the primary grades can suc;cessfully be taught logic. 
The greatest problem is not the challenge but the tremendous amount of 
work that will necessarily be involved in reconstructing the educational 
system, Not only the practical structure;1 but also the basic concepts 
of the educational system will be revised by such events. (10), 
A conservative, balanced and entirely reasonable summary was given 
by Dr. Thomas C. Pullen Jr. ;1 :superintendent of Maryland's department of 
education: 
The chief value that comes from movements of this kind is 
that they stimulate thinking and re=evaluation. Of ,course.ll in 
some cases these things merely confirm us in our reactionary 
positions.ll but so long as there is stimulation there is hope. 
The great danger of all these movements is that they give lay 
people the idea that there is the one and true way to learning, 
We must bear in mind the truth of what Aristotle told Alexanderj 
I There is n,ot a royal road to learning. e There are. asi. many roads 
to learning as there are individual:s.ll and the job of the teacher 
is to discover the way that is best and most effective for each 
student , ( 9) • 
Dr. Edward Teller stressed the point of the need to teach the young 
people more knowledge in less time as a major national objective. In 
this regard the American system may fail as contrasted with the Soviet 
system. The Soviet system makes clear the importance of a higher stage 
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of learning. The individual's entire pattern of existence depends 
upon the degree to which the person makes use of the opportunities for 
education. (10), The United States should keep up with Russian edu-
cational standards and the standards of other nations as well, for the 
sake of American preservation, strength, and character. (11). 
If programmed learning accomplished nothing more than putting the 
spotlight on the behaviors of teaching and learning, the efforts of 
the individual teacher or training specialist in developing programmed 
materials would be amply repaid. (4). 
Procedures in Preparation, Administration, 
and Evaluation of a Program 
The educational program of the school is concerned with the changes 
which occur in the individual. The school should provide experiences 
which meet the needs of youth and the demands of society. The Okla-
homa Secondary School Curriculum Improvement Commission describes the 
school's position in bringing about changes in individual behavior in 
relation to teaching methods: 
Any change occurring in a boy or girl after hereditary 
factors are fixed and their limitations imposed results from 
the environment. Environment may greatly affect hereditary 
characteristics, distorting and limiting them or providing 
for the fullest development within fixed limitations. Class-
room methods, subject matter content, and teaching materials 
are merely means for accomplishing the end for which the schools 
exist. From all the subject matter, textbooks, and courses of 
study, the school (the teacher in particular) must shift and 
select learning experiences which will best meet youth and 
societal needs. (1). 
Thus, the school has a real responsibility for helping to bring about 
behavior changes in the individuals whom the school serves. (1). An 
educational method capable of handling some of the responsibility is 
programmed instruction. 
Many persons concerned with the lack of progress that is cur-
rently being exhibited in the field of education in programmed in-
struction are pointing to the classroom teacher as controlling the 
fate of programmed instruction. The school teacher is viewed as 
having a number of skills which can be utilized in the preparation 
of programmed materials for the classroom. The teacher is experi-
enced in the art of explaining; knows the language level at which 
students oper~te; is a subject-matter specialist in at least one 
field; and through training and experience, has developed an under-
standing of the functioning of the learning process. (24). 
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For educators who plan to work with programs it is essential to 
know how to put programs together. This is equally true whether a 
teacher intends to write programs, to select programs that are avail-
able in commercial markets, to use programmed materials as part of 
a course, or to obtain a broader progressional understanding of the 
learning processes. Programming experience contributes to a teacher's 
professional growth. (4). 
Lack of a body of cormnunicable principles from which to guide 
the program writer is at present one of the most serious draw-backs 
to the production of programs. However, persons working in the field 
of programming are beginning to formulate principles and procedures 
which are proving to be consistent. Additional help in the form of 
printed programs on the techniques of programming are available at 
modest cost. An example is a publication entitled,! Programed 
Primar £!! Programing, which is available from the Center for Pro= 
gramed Instruction at a cost of one dollar. (39). Possibly the most 
complete set of instructions for programming available today is a six 
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page article prepared by Ernest Z. Rothkopf. (.23). The article, "A 
Do-It-Yourself Kit for Programmed Instruction," was especially de= 
signed with the classroom teacher in mind. 
The preliminary organization of a program involves three re-
quirements: the making of assumptions about the learners, the de-
claration of objectives or goals, and the selection of a program 
paradigm. The programmer organizes the subject matter, constructs 
the steplike programmed sequences, checks the efficiency of trying 
out the frames on learners, and revises each step on the basis of the 
findings. Finally, there comes the post=programming phase and further 
testing. Criteria are analyzed, student achievement is evaluated and 
revisions are made as necessitated. (4). 
Lysaught (4) innumerates the steps in programming: 
1) Selection 6) Construction of items 
2) Definitions and assumptions 7) Initial testing 
3) Objectives 8) Evaluation 
4) Paradigm or model 9) Revision 
5) Ordering 10) Selection 
The essential point is that after a -q.nit has been chosen and assum.p= 
tions have been made about the students to whom the program will ap= 
ply, the programmer must then develop in a rather formal manner the 
goals to be achieved by the program. Two kinds of objectives concern 
the programmer, immediate objectives and long=range objectives. Im= 
mediate objectives usually are 6tated as something concrete to be 
learned, while the long=range objectives are the development of the 
learner and the systematic use of the subject matter as in transfer 
ability. (4). 
In preparing teaching materials for current research at'1farvard 
several programming techniques are being utilized: The content to .. 
be taught is broken down into a large number of small steps, succeseive 
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steps in the lesson are "prompted" by preceding items or by hints pro-
vided explicitly for the purpose, and prompts and hints are gradually 
removed. (7). 
The progra:mmer should submit the programmed sequence to a few of 
the learners who conform to the assumptions· as soon as a few items are 
completed. The resulting data will assist the programmer to discover 
items that are confusing, too advanced, repetitious, or in contrast. 
This pilot testing may reveal portions of the program which move too 
ra.pidly, erroneous assumptions about student I s backgrounds and gaps 
in the program. A clustering of incorrect responses indicates that an 
. I 
item may be constructed at too high a-level of difficulty for the stu-
dent to master. Another cause for student error is lack of clarity in 
the item. Question the item to establish if there are too many re-
sponses called for in an item, so many blanks that the item loses under-
standability and logical development, confusion as to what response the 
student is expected to make, logic of item, and relevance of the required 
response. Incorrect responses at the early stage of a progr,am sequence 
may be indicative of a lack of cueing and prompting to focus student 
attention effectively on the important parts of the subject matter. 
(4). The frames may have to be re-written many times before the .. frames 
constitute an acceptable program. A danger to be avoided in reviewing 
and rewriting frames is to reduce errors simply by inserting more cues 
into the items. This will mean fewer errors. However, the post-test 
might show that unfortunately no learning took place because no learn-
ing procedure had been developed. An ideal frame consists of three 
components: 
1) A response which was selected beforehand. 
2) A context, or new setting in which the response will occur. 
3) Sufficient cues to produce the desired response. 
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A frame mar include enrichment material for motivation or to increase 
interest. (25). 
Two factors of editorial significance are accuracy and relevance 
of the mate~ial, and the style and vocabulary of the unit and interest 
of the content. (4). The person who writes a good program must know 
the subject matter, and discuss it imaginativel,y. The good programmer 
is interested in the subject matter and finds the subject personally 
stimulating and rewarding. Such a programmer is close enough to the 
student to be able to see the student learn and is not so bound by 
traditional concepts of human behavior that learning cannot take place 
by observation of how conditioning or learning really occurs. The 
programmer should also learn what reinforcement looks like in actual 
practice. (10) • 
Programming takes time. The rigorous analysis of subject matter 
and teaching method is not a swift, broad activity. Lysaught (4) 
lists six criteria predominate in programming: l) programmer's field 
of study, 2) the ease of treatment, 3) length, 4) depressed level of 
learning, 5) logical order of material, and 6) the exclusiveness of 
special student needs. 
Some of the literature suggests that programs should be used 
basically as substitutes for the conventional method of teaching. 
Yet there are difficulties to be considered. In the early stages of 
testing, administrators might be wise in gradually introducing the 
use of programmed materials for specific purposes, short of entirely 
superseding current instruction. A teacher would do well to program 
short units to complement, enrich, remedy, and review other instruc-
tion. Most experimental use in programmed learning has occurred in 
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the classroom during the regular period of instruction for the par-
ticular subject matter. An advantage is the availability of the 
teacher for individual assistance should the learner run into diffi-
culty or have a question about an extension of the programmed ma-
terial. (4). 
Most devices are not maintenance-free and schools should be 
careful in being committed to a high initial investment in devices 
until the devices have proven of definite value. Since at present 
not even the device manufacturers have been able to prove that using 
a device is appreciably more effective than using a programmed text-
book, it might be well to begin with textbooks for the initial ex-
periment. Once the method of instruction has been proven in the 
school, administrators should begin considering the long range eco-
nomic and theoretical advantages-of devices. (5). 
A school board can economize when ordering machines. Since 
machines can be used at different times of the day by differerit 
students; machines for which there is the greatest variety of pro-
grams should be purchased. (9). 
When field testing a program students should be given instruc= 
tions for working with the program. Instructions may be given orally, 
but it is preferable to commit instructions to writing so that other 
teachers in using the program may be able to pass all the necessary 
information to the learners. In completing the customary response 
sheets, students_'!should be encouraged to write comments or questions 
after each response as to whether the items were confusing, difficult, 
repetitious, or particularly helpful. Also, students should be ques= 
tioned immediately about their reactions and the subject matter in 
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order to obtain a general approximation of the program's effective-
ness. (4). 
The problem of evaluating the results follows the trial-test. 
Suggested criteria are the same as used for any other type of in-
struction. That is the amount of information the students learned, 
a.mount of retention., transfer ability., the time required to work on 
the material, and professional supervision that was required. 
In evaluating a program the programmer must be sure to separate 
the content, the technique of programming, and the philosophy o:f' a.p.,. 
proach. Content must be examined to see i:f' the material is worthwhile. 
The technique must be examined to determine i:f' the content is being 
well taught. Lewis Eigen cautions that sometimes both content and 
technique will be satisfactory, but the philosophy of approach will 
be 11rote 11 philosophy, instead of leading the students to the dis-
covery of relationships. A good program should stimulate the student 
to creative thinking and judgment. If the student does not learn 
well from a program there is something wrong with the program. (5). 
There were two main criteria for judging a program, established 
at the Collegiate School Conference on Programed Instruction in New 
York, September, 196o. "First the program ought to reflect an _ade= 
quate and current understanding of the subject matter and, second, 
the program ought to use the techniques of programming to best ad= 
vantage." (4). 
The program and the person who devises the program bear the major 
responsibility for the student's success. Lysaught (4) listed a num-
b'er of common characteristics a successful program should embody: 
1. Assumptions stated clearly in writing. 
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2. Explicitly sta.ted objectives. 
3. Logica.l sequences of sm.a.11 steps. 
4. Active responding. 
5. Immediate feedback of information. 
6. Individual rate. 
7. Constant evaluation. 
Results to be sought from use of the programs are accomplishment 
of the writer's objectives, growth in the student 0s ability to discuss 
and apply concepts, transfer learnings and apply them to situations not 
covered by a program; and increase in the positive feeling or attitude 
of the student toward the subject matter based on the effects of rein-
forcement and success of learning. (4) 
In sununary, program eva.luation ha.s two main ob,jectives. One is to 
determine whether the program teaches. The other objective is to deter-
mine how well the program does the job. The evaluation of the program 
with individual students during the construction is the method of choice 
for attaining the first objective. The field test may also attain the 
first objective and may be useful in casting the program in the final 
form. The field test is inevitably involved in attaining the second 
objective. (10). 
Programming in Home Economics 
Leading authorities in home economics education agree with the con= 
cept of Williamson and Lyle: · (26) "To be successful 1 homemaking educa= 
tion must adapt to the particula.r group it is to serve. 11 Such a point 
of view requires that activities of the homemaking curriculum be planned 
to meet the needs of each individual in the best possible manner. Con= 
stant and deliberate research on teaching procedures in home economics 
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is a valuable phase of homemaking education. 
Ana.lysis of publications containing descriptions of programs now 
a.vailable through commercial firms revealed a wide array of programs 
which ranged in difficulty, subject, length, and price. There are prac-
tically no programs available at this time in the area of home economics. 
Twelve of the leading companies that publish programs were contacted and 
seven letters were received, each confirming this statement. (Appendix 
A). In fa.ct, the profession has indicated little interest through home 
economists' publications on the field of programmed instruction. A pro-
fessional publication in home economics carried a three page article 
dealing with very general aspects of factors involved in programmed 
learning. (27) There are few fields in which programmed instruction 
might not be profitably applied. Home economics and its many subject 
areas could successfully approach the utilization of programmed learning 
in improving the quality of instruction. Lack of information would cer-
tainly indicate a lag of acceptance, interest, and research in incorpora-
ting the programmed technique into the home economics field. There ap-
pears little to lose in investigating the possibilities and, at least, 
attempting to apply progra:mrrted instruction to certain areas of home 
economics. 
Technological and social changes of the past decade have brought an 
influx of new textiles, new processes for caring for garments, and new 
developments in techniques for constructing garments. In the high school 
and college clothing classes, this 11necessitates emphasis being placed 
upon all three: basic clothing construction, textiles, and clothing se= 
lection and care." (28) With an increasing a.mount of information 
necessary to the clothing student, educators in the field should be 
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concerned with methods which offer the quickest and easiest means of 
teaching and getting information to students in a meaningful way. 
One attempt in preparing programmed material for use in the clothing 
construction laboratory has been undertaken by McCalls Pattern Company. 
A sixteen page list of educational material which McCalls Educational 
Department terms a 'progrannned' course in sewing was presented in the 
February, 1963, edition of Forecast for Home Economists. The attempt 
produced a set of educational materials in leaflet form which will carry 
the clothing student in orderly fashion through the steps of: Selecting 
a Becoming Pattern Design; Selecting a Becoming Fabric; Planning for Ward-
robe Needs; Choosing an Appropriate Project; Selecting the Correct Pattern 
Size; Understanding a Pattern; and Learning to Sew. None of the materials 
included in the 'program' required an inunediate overt response from the 
student, although the student was instructed to 'study the illusions,' 
'select the design that will be most becoming,' 'make it in a variety of 
fabrics,' and follow other related activities. McCalls suggested that 
the clothing instructor set up a resource center to facilitate progrannned 
instruction in the clothing laboratory, by arranging one corner of the 
room so that texts, leaflets, and filmstrips can be used independently 
by students. (29). 
In the ~Jo~u=r=n~a=l ~of Home Economics, December, 1961, Mrs. Ethelwyn 
Cornelius, director of homemaking in the Ithaca (New York) public schools 
and instructor in home economics education at the New York State College 
of Home Economics at Cornell University, reported on programming clothing 
construction techniques. Mrs. Cornelius described the experiment as 
follows: 
The material to be used was prepared in simple step-by-step 
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language and recorded on· a tape. . :St.~w~st-e:p .·illusttat.~•_;,:;M~· ;;: · 
terial, of actual fabric, was mounted on flip chart;'''pa.ges to co-
ordinate with the machine I s recording. Material prepared so far 
included stay-stitching, hem construction, neckline finishes, 
skirt waistbands, and sleeves with gussets. At the end of each 
recording, a brief written evaluation was asked of the pupils. 
The recorder was used to supplement regular teaching. The 
teacher demonstrated and discussed hem construction with the class 
when the majority were ready and needed information. The recorder 
and flip chart were used for girls who were absent or not ready 
for the information or needed extra assistance, relieving the 
teacher of repetition and allowing the pupils to work according 
to individual ability. The pupil worked on her own garment, fol-
lowing the instructions and turning the machine off and on as 
needed. 
Use of the machine for new learning also had some real ad-
vantages. The teacher pre-rec,orded a demonstration and used the 
machine for the talking while she demonstrated. The pupils then 
did the construction, leaving the teacher free to help and check 
on each pupil's accomplishment. 
Further suggestions were given for future use. The tapes can 
be easily copied and a good system of filing worked out • The 
accompanying illustrative material could be in picture form or on 
slides. However, the use of the real garment or fabric seemed to 
develop more learning, especially for the slow pupil. The same 
idea can be used in other areas, especially in foods, home nursing, 
care of children, and housing. (30). 
Mrs. Cornelius presently plans to continue experimentation in the cloth-
ing area and include other areas as soon as possible. The preparation 
of the material to be used in and with the machine is very time consum-
ing but, once done, can be used often and by any teacher. (30). 
For a teacher of homemaking to develop an effective program, it is 
necessary that the teacher have a functioning philosophy of education 
and be aware of the place of homemaking education in the total educational, 
program. Whatever a teacher does to, with, and for the students grows 
out of what the teacher believes and does about her beliefs. The place 
of homemaking education in general education is to contribute to the 
solution of problems concerned primarily with the home. Homemaking 
education should be based upon democratic principles and provide 
opportunities for the use of democratic procedures within the daily 
activities or the students. (31). 
Outlook for the Future 
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The tools available to the teaching profession are expanding rapidly. 
Prograrmned instruction is still in its infancy. The place of programming 
in the overall guidance of learning has not yet been determined empiri-
cally. However, it is assumed that a program is a teaching aid, con-
structed bJ teachers, tested by students, and that the early programs 
will be replaced by better programs, not merely new programs more effeo~ 
tive and efficient programs. (32). 
Educators and leaders in business and industry are looking to pro-
grarmned instruction with great hope and anticipation that programming 
can fulfill the promise of a powerful tool in coping with some of the 
most perplexing problems of the times: school dropouts, chronically 
changing technology, displaced labor retraining, the desperate and in-
creased shortage of excellent teachers, the shortage of skilled labor, 
and even the need to help underdeveloped countries build self-sustaining 
economies. If prograrmned instruction is to fulfill the promise, seem-
ingly, educators who already are 'partially' trained in the procedures 
involved in learning and in many subject matter areas must rally in giv-
ing programmed instruction a fair portion of consideration, effort, and 
talent. 
The number of schools that are field testing programs is increasing 
everyday. There seemed to be little question that the tutorial method 
of teaching is sound. The greatest problem right now is to get the neces-, 
sary background of research to devise the best methods of utilizatio~,in 
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progra,ms and devices, to construct self-teaching programs and good ma-
chines to present the programs. (;), 
Because progr.s.mming technology is in such an early stage of develop-
ment the present demand for good programs greatly exceeds the supply. 
Gra,duate students, teachers at all levels, and other persons are attend-
in.g programming courses and workshops in increasing numbers. Many pub-
lishers and progra,mming companies are training people in programming 
techni~ue. Some industrial firms are doing likewise, in preparation for 
programming parts of their training courses. But not everyone can be-
come a good programmer, and many will receive training much too brief to 
be of value. The supply of good programmers will probably not begin to 
match the demand during the next five years. (11). 
Some publishers will find a ready market among adults for programs 
in topics of general interest (English, grammar, mathematics, vocabulary 
building, foreign languages, history) originally written for college, 
high school, or even junior high school students. Programs in other sub-
jects will be written specifically for the adult market: gardening, bridge, 
auto repa.ir, music appreciation, and recreational activities. Many of 
the programs will be directed to the mass market and produced as paper-
backs. Other publishers will promote comprehensive home study programs 
for adults and school children alike, covering a broad range of academic 
subjects. The program will be sold by direct mail and door-to-door in 
the manner of the encyclopaedia companies. (11). 
Dr. Lloyd Morrisett, executive assistant of the Carnegie Corporation, 
called teaching machines a natural for home study. Many adults may want 
to take machine correspondence courses, or refresher courses to keep up 
with new fields. Properly programmed teaching-machine courses are the 
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best hope for extension of adult education. Of greatest interest to 
adults will be the time saved by the teaching machine which cuts the 
time to master a subject by 50 per cent, or, as in the case of medical 
technology, as much as 75 per cent. (9), 
However, some educators are inclined to go along with Dean Keppel 1s 
point of view. "There are definite limitations to the number of courses 
that can be ta.ught with teaching machines, 11 he said. HThey cannot teach 
those subjects tha.t require interpretation a.nd insight. 11 (9). 
Although programming is still in the stage of comprehensive develop-
ment as a technique and a.s a method of instruction to be used with the 
learners in society, there may exist another area of programmer or pub-
lisher responsibility. Perhaps every progra.m should be accompanied by 
a request, and facilities for answering, for information gained from the 
program by a consumer. 
Evaluation is never an easy process to carry out. The important 
thing for most teachers, trainers, and professional progranrrners to re-
member is that evaluation should be a continuous process. When one con-
cludes that there is nothing more to learn about certain processes in 
instruction and learning, advancement has ceased. (4). 
An estimation of $25 million a year is spent on research in programmed 
learning. In 1957, eight known projects were underway; in 1959, sixty; 
in 1961 over 100; and in 1962, over 200. (9), The effects of this re-
search will not be fully known for another five to ten years. In Fine's 
(9) observations of 100 finished experiments, however, he concluded: 
Everybody can learn with teaching machines, students of all ages, adults, 
factory workers, and military personnel. 
Sooner or later the art of curriculum development will become better 
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understood and will reach the formulation stage. A program will teach 
the material contained and no other. Then the adequacies and inade-
quacies of curricula goals will quickly become apparent, and there will 
be an attendant opportunity to mend the goals in the light of research 
fin dings • ( 5) • 
Eventually, as with all technological advances, a great number of 
new jobs will be called into existence by programmed instruction. Skilled 
programmers will be needed. Thousands or guidance counselors trained to 
deal with students who have taken programmed instruction will be a neoes~ 
sity. Guidance counselors will find it essential to recognize the im-
portance of teaching machines, and convey such knowledge to pa.rents and 
students alike. (9). 
The school of the future, which may well be a grammar, junior, and 
senior high school all in one, will be concerned with one goal: The 
education of each student according to individual talents. Horizontal 
grade levels with students approximately the same age may disappear. 
The present grading system may cease to exist as differences in test 
scores become less noticeable than differences in the time needed to 
finish any given course. (9). No one can accurately predict what the 
school of 1975 will be like, what function the new classroom will servej 
or what the teacher's role will be. All that can be said for certain is 
that teaching machines now confront educators with a vast challenge and 
immense possibilities of change. The next decade is going to be an in-
teresting one for American education. (9). 
In the far distant future a system may become a computer-centered 
reality. Systems Development Corporation believes that "teaching ma-
chines" can be effective but that the present machines are limited by a 
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la.ck of ability to adapt to student needs. Systems Development are cur-
rently devieing ~ system by which a l:lmited number of computers in a large 
area could control all the programmed instruction in that area. Thisj 
however, is a development of the future and more must be learned about 
the operations of the human learning process before graduating to full 
automated systems. (5). 
Many prolonged studies are going to be necessary to produce balanced 
conclusiona about the final value of programmed instruction, although the 
evidence has been promising thus far. In the meantime, :improved pro-
gramming techniques are certain to appear, new uses for programming are 
bound to develop, and the programs of today are likely to be outmoded by 
the programs of tomorrow. 
What is most needed now is for more teachers, more schools, and 
more learners to gain experience in the use of programmed materials, and 
to share the findings with others. Voluntary cooperation, extended 
field study, resistance to over-generalization, and the yearning to ex-
periment are the avenues to progress. The future contains unanswered 
questions, but the performance of the present time shows that the capa-
bility for discovering the solutions is indeed at hand. (4). 
There is not sufficient research available on the use of the teach-
ing machines to make definite conclusive statements, but preliminary ex-
periences indicate that the development of the principles for programmed 
instruction may well result in greater advances in the efficiency of 
learning than results from any other single development in the technology 
of teaching. (33). 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SAMPIE PROGRAM 
A short, relatively independent, unit on construction of bound 
buttonholes (sometimes referred to as fabric bottonholes) was selected 
for presentation in a sample program. The sample program consisted of 
two parts and a total of 186 frames. Part I of the program explained 
the placement of buttonholes and Part II described the techniques of 
constructing bound bottonholes. 
The first step in the development of the program was the selection 
of the following objectives for the student: 
l) The student should be able to work independently and at an in-
dividual rate. 




The student should. learn how ,and where td mark buttonhole placements. 
I 
The student sliould learn how to construct-bound buttonholes. 
In the exploratory attempt to develop a program the linear, or 
Skinnerian, form of programming was used. The linear program is composed 
of small steps leading logically through the subject matter from topic 
to topic. Each frame in this extrinsic method consists of one or two 
simple sentences which carry the exposition forward in small steps. The 
method of composing a frame with a modest amount of old information and 
a small amount of new material is used. As the student proceeds through 
the program the frames contain more information, thus advancing from the 
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simple to the complex. 
In the linear program it is-important that the student make as few 
errors as possible. Continuous., active student response is required, 
providing explicit practice and testing of what is learned at each step. 
T:hrough,reinforcement, the probability of a correct response is increas-
ed. A basis is provided for informing the student, with minimal delay, 
whether each response is correct by providing the answer on the following 
page, as in Part I of the sample program, or by providing the answer be= 
low each frani.e as in Part II. The frames are written in such a fay as 
to cue or prompt the responses by the student, followed by the so-called 
"fading" or ''vanishing" of the cues in later items of the program so that 
the learner is gradually freed from dependence on the cues. 
General Programed Teaching Corporation psychologists have evidence 
that use of a variety of frame styles helps to eliminate response sets 
and makes the program more interesting to the learners. Frame variety 
also permits a greater variety of lead=in techniques in the development 
of concepts, such as multiple=choice, true=false, constructed=response, 
and completion. This theory is followed in the sample program. (20). 
The following resource books were used for the writing of the sample 
program: 
Better Homes and Gardens Se(inr Book (33) and the Sin.!!r Dressmaking 
Course in Eight Easy §teps 34 were selected because of the exten= 
sive distribution and the general use and acceptance of the books 
by persons in the field of clothing. 
The Bishop Method of Construction was chosen by reason of the improved 
techniques described by Edna Bishop (35) and the Bishop Method is 
considered by many as an authoritative method. 
Clothing Construction and Wardrobe ~anning by Lewis, Bowers, and 
Kettunen (35) was used since it was the textbook of the students in 
the pilot study. 
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The frames were submitted to a college home.economics instructor 
who had done some work for a programming company. The frames were re= 
vised and submitted to two high school home economics teachers. The 
frames were again revised and submitted to thirty-seven students in two 
Clothing I classes, at Shawnee-Mission East High School in Shawnee-
Mission, Kansas, and revised into the present form. The first revision 
was 'basically concerned with frames that were too long., need of more 
_frames on a main idea, and ca.reful development of the most important 
terms. The second revision covered some subject matter rearrangement. 
The third revision, after the students worked through the program, led 
to the clarification of a few frames in which the programmer assumed too 
much on the part of the student, and to the direction of the student's 
attention to the diagrams at the end of the frame. The students in the 
pilot study had completed one school year of clothing construction, and 
ranged in grade levels from sophomores to seniors and in intelligence 
from slightly below average to very high. 
Written and oral instructions were given to the student prior to 
beginning the program. One class period was allowed for each part of the 
program. However, Part I was completed in 20 to 30 minutes. Upon com-
pletion of the program students were instructed to give the program and 
answer.sheet to the teacher and proceed with assigned material in the 
text. When all students completed Part I, an oral discussion took place" 
The students were enthusiastic about the teaching technique of programmed 
learning. Several of the students thought the programming material was 
very easy and perhaps a bit foolish at first, but upon finishing the pro= 
gram strongly favored further instruction in such form. The students were 
asked to give written connnents after finishing Part II of the program. 
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The students responded freely with suggestions on specific frames, the 
misunderstanding of certain words, the needed improvement of certain 
·, 
diagrams, and discussion on presentation of the program. Each suggestion 
was considered for the final revision of the program. 
A survey was taken concerning the preference for the form of the pro-
gram in Part I or the form used in Part II. Nineteen students favored 
the booklet form of Part I, generally stating that it was more interest-
ing and not as tempting to look ahead when the page had to be turned to 
do so. Eighteen students voted for Part II with the overall comment of 
disliking to turn pages so ofteri, thus distracting from the subject 
matter. 
Part I of the sample program was presented in the form of a small 
mimeographed booklet. The students began on page one, responded, pro-
ceded to page two for the correct answer and frame two. When the last 
page was reached., student's returned to page one for the next frame and 
the sequence was repeated. (Appendix B). Part II was presented in book-
let form in the pilot testing, but the form could also be used in a simple 
teaching machine. In Part II page one was completed before going to page 
two. The correct answer was given below each frame as the student worked 
vertically down each page. The students used an answer sheet which also 
served as a cover sheet. The responses in both parts of the program 
were written on a separate sheet of paper, so that the program could be 
reused and the answer sheet served as a scoring record for each student. 
After the final revision, the sample program was presented to cloth= 
ing students at two high schools in the Greater Kansas City area. Each 
teacher recorded facts involved in the program testing, 
Argentine High School in Kansas City, Kansas., was participant X. 
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At X school the students ranged in ages from fourteen to seventeen and 
were all in the second year of clothing. 'I'he intelligence level of the 
thirty-three girls ranged from somewhat above a·verage to below average. 
The sewing ability of the students showed wide variation~ four girls 
sewed very well, fifteen girls produced just aV"erage, and four girls did 
very poor work. The time required for Part I of the program was 20=35 
minutes and for Part II it took 30-50 minutes. Five girls had to take 
the program home to complete it. The students preferred the form of 
Part I. Students at X school also displayed greater knowledge of the 
in.formation in Part I as shown by their ability to determine the place-
ment o.f bottonholes and make the required markings. 
The teacher at X school thought the results of the practical test 
were disappointing in certain respects. Only one student could com-
pletely make a buttonhole with no assistance after completing the program. 
After the first attempt students were allowed to use the program as refer-
ence materials. However, the teacher found it necessary to give some 
oral directions and some personal assistance in certain cases. The fol-
lowing reasons were cited for the problems tha.t arose: 
1) The teacher .felt the slow students could not make practical 
application of what was read. 
2) There possibly could have been an improvement in the construction 
of the bottonholes, if the students could have made the botton= 
holes immediately after completing the programj rather than 
waiting until the next day. 
3) The slow students had a difficult time understanding the diagrams. 
The teacher suggested that if individual samples of each step 
were given to each student this would have aided in the under= 
standing of the programmed information. 
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4) The majority of the students had previously learned the two-
strip method; therefore., the method giv·en in the program was 
confusing in parts. When the students tried making a bound 
bottonhole without assistance., some students returned to the 
two-strip method rather than attempting to recall the in-
structions given in the program. 
The students at X school felt they had learned from the program. 
Some of the slower ,tudents said the information was repeated too much, 
while the brighter students did not think there ·was too much repetition. 
'l'he teacher preferred the progrannning technique for average to above 
average students. The teacher at X school emphasized the importance in 
the future of illustrative ma.teria.l accompanying the program. 
Shawnee-Mission East High School., Johnson County, Kansas., was par-
ticipant Y. At Y high school the students ranged in ages from fifteen 
to eighteen. There were seventy-fbre students in Clothing II and thirty= 
seven students in Clothing III that took part in the program testing. 
The intelligence level of the 112 girls ranged from a little below aver-
age to high. There were all leyels of sewing ability evident at the Y 
sohool. The time required !or the Clothing II students was 12-30 minutes 
for Fart I and 24-70 minutes for Part I! of the program. The time re-
quired for the Clothing III students was 10 ... 22 minutes .for Part I and 
30-50 minutes for Part II. 
The students at Y school preferred for form of Part II. However, 
the students agreed there was more temptation to look ahead in Part II., 
but the students felt Part I was too time consuming. 
The teacher at Y school commented that the content of the program 
was very complete and the technique of teaching very good, with the 
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addition of some visual aids. The Clothing II students did better on an 
objective test than·onthe practical test. The Clothing III students did 
better on the practical test and not as well on the objective test. The 
teacher believed this was due to the fa.ct that the Clothing II girls read 
the program more carefully, thus retaining more basic information. The 
Clothing II students had more difficulty in making the bound bottonhole 
the first time, because the students could not visualize how every con= 
struction step should actually look without some sample of the construc-
tion procedure. Not any Clothing II student could make a bound button-
hole without errors on the first try. Some visual aids and oral in-
structions were needed for the s·uccessful construction of a bound 
buttonhole on the second attempt by most of the Clothing II students. 
The students with a higher intelligence level were able to more easily 
visualize the construction steps. 
The. Clothing III students did below average to only average work on the 
objective quiz. It is assumed the students felt :inore familiar with the 
subject and read the information too hurrjedlyo Since the third year 
students were more familiar with bound buttonholes.11 the steps were more 
easily vi.sualized. The Clothing III students made bound buttonholes on 
the first attempt, with some imperfectionso The results of the second 
try were good. 
The researcher concluded tha.t there should be visual aids in addi= 
tion to the program. The suggestions are as follows: 
1) An enlarged sample of each basic step in the construction of 
bound buttonholes should be tacked to a large poster or flannel 
board set up in the front of the classroom for students to ob= 
serve as they go from step to stepo 
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2) A resource center could be set up in a. .corner of the ri:,om w:lth 
indi'vidual samples of the steps in making bound buttonholes 
for the students to use as a guide or reference. 
3) A brief summary outline of the construction steps could be 
given as supplementary material. 
Clothing construction is a course in which much basic information 
must be taught. Example of basic units in clothing construction being 
taught by programmed instruction are in the stage of investigation by 
Cornelius. (30). 
Efficiency of learning clearly depends upon 1) the individual who 
does the lea.rn:l.ng, 2) the nature of the ta,sk to be learried, and 3) ·the 
conditions under which learning occurs. Motivation is an importa.nt 
component in attaining the desired con.sequence, Students in the pile,t 
study were actively motivated, In addition, the students were con-
tinually reinforced throughout the program, thus, stimulated to reach 
the desired goals. 
After haV'ing explored the contribution of' programmed instruction 
as may be applied in the teaching of clothing construction in high 
school, evidence of the pilot study tended to indicate value in the 
utilization of the programming technique in clothing construction 
classes. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The problem in the study was the exploration of the possibiljties 
· of programmed instruction as may be applied to the teaching of clothing 
in home economics. Investigation of the relevant literature revealed 
the advantages and disadvantages of programmed instruction and served 
as an analysis of the technique of programming and the application of 
programmed learning. The development and administration of a sample 
program on the placement and construction of bound buttonholes is pre-
sented as a possibility of programming in clothing construction classes. 
The writer assumed that: 
1) Programmed learning is a method in education based upon the 
.stimulus-response theory and the psychological principle of 
reinforced learning. 
2) Each person is a separate·entity with different hereditary and 
environmental backgrounds, and with different inborn abilities. 
3) Homemaking education should be based upon democratic principles 
and provide equal opportunities for a person to develop to his 
optimum capacity a~. the rate best suited to that individual. 
4) Students learn thr~~gh act.'ively participating iri the lea"rniri.g 
situation. 
5) American education exhibits urgent needs for continuous im= 
provement. 
6) To this date, programmed instruction in home economics is re= 
stricted by limited research in this field. 
A review of literature included previous studies concerned with 
programming, the examination of surveys and tests made on programmed 
instruction, programs and steps of procedure, and the discussion of the 
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advantages and disadvantages of programmed learning as a supplementary 
method in education. 
A sample program on construction of bound buttonholes was prepared 
and then tested by: 1) a college home economics instructor and revised, 
2) two high school home economics teachers and revised, and 3) presented 
as a pilot study to two Clothing I classes and revised into the present 
form. 
This study attempted to cast some light upon the field of pro-
grammed learning. Machines and other self-instructional devices are 
currently being used experimentally at all grade levels and in many 
different ·subjects. Action during the next few years will determine 
the place of programmed instruction in education. If it is used care-
lessly without a proper understanding of its scope and purpose, its 
great potential may never be realized. The primary objective is to 
educate the individual, which should be done by any means that will 
achieve the goal. (5). 
Research efforts made by the writer added varied contributions to 
the development and use of programs in general and specifically in the 
area of clothing construction. Studies and trial tests promote accept-
ance of programmed instruction as a teaching technique, and helps pro-
grammers to refine their materials and processes. More important, this 
study and other research turns up questions of great pertinence and sig-
nificance for continued research. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were delineated from the data: 
1) Programmed instruction can usefully serve the teacher as a 
.. 
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supplementary teaching method, both in saving of class time 
and improved learning on the part of the student. 
2) · Programmed instruction can be applied in the area of clothing 
construction, especially in the basic techniques of dressmak= 
ing. 
3) More research studies are needed. Educators in all fields, 
specifically home economics, should investigate the possi-
bilities of programmed instruction. 
Teaching machines and programmed learning can have a major impact 
on education. The use of programming can effectively and dependably 
guide the student's learning-by-doing as the student proceeds, as rapidly 
~a his ~bilities permit, through carefully pretested instructional pro-
grruns. Not only do progr~mmed materials have the potential for produc= 
ing ~uch more efficient learning than has before been generally poesi-
ble, but wise use should make possible the much more constructive use 
of the teacher's talents. 
Educators and students the world over will find that programmed 
instruction provides opportunities to solve the problems described in 
Chapter Two: the military, and the acute shortage of educational fa= 
cilities in under-developed countries. 
Automatic teaching devices can be built toda,y which, in the writer Os 
opinion, would function satisfactorily with minor supervision for ma.ny 
subjects ranging from kindergarten to college level. Although the ef-
fectiveness would be expected to increase as experience is gained, 
there are a few subjects especially dependent upon a personal exchange 
of ideas or skills in which the machines would be at a disadvantage. 
Programmed learning, used only to supplement the present educational 
methods, could very well aid in the betterment of some of the deplorable 
conditions in the educational system. The creation of programs alone is 
a remarkably good teacher-training tool. 
Program writers and research psychologists will continue to differ 
on methods and ways of presentation of the various disciplines of pro-
grammed instruction. The concept of a perfect or totally standardized 
mode of teaching is at present inconceivable. Research in the field 
will continue to be done by private individuals, institutions, industry, 
and the military service. 
In the light of the findings thus far, several tentative statements 
may be made about programmed learning. First, programming can beef-
fective and students have learned successfully from the method. Second, 
programmed learning can reduce student error; proper analysis followed 
by suitable revision of the material can decrease errors even further 
during the learning process. Third, a learning program tends to level 
the differences in learning capacities among students; while all students 
exposed to the program may demonstrate achievement, the gain seems to 
be more conspicuous among the lower portion of the class distribution. 
Fourth, individual learning time may vary widely since students work 
at individual speeds. Fifth, predictability of individual success may 
decrease because slow learners and others may perform better on programmed 
material than would have been indicated by previous behavior on other 
methods of learning. Sixth, motivation to learn indeed may increase 
because of student's immediate knowledge of success. 
It is recognized that teaching machines and programs will not solve 
alltQ{ the educational problems. However, in view of the broad observa-
tions it would seem desirable for teachers, trainers, and administrators 
to become familiar with the principles of programmed learning. There 
can be a bright future for programmed instruction, but its progress will 
be measured by years rather than by days or weeks. 
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Recommendations 
Programmed techniques might be adva.nced by: 
1) Psychologists, educators, statesmen, technologists, and scientists 
working together on recent developments to evolve a. sound educational 
program designed to improve present methods, thus helping to elimi= 
nate illiteracy. 
2) Teachers and administrators striving to gain a.s much information as 
possible about programmed instruction by reading available sources of 
information, consulting with other educators and psychologists, attend= 
ing workshops on the technique of programming and preparing and testing 
programs. 
3) Edu.ca.tors evaluating programs on the basis of sound empirical evidence 
of the progra.ms I effects on the achievement and attitudes of both 
students and teachers. 
4) Stu.dies being made to compare progra.mmed instruction with conventional 
instruction through the use of control groups over an extended period 
of time. 
The fallowing are recommenda.tions of programm.irig techniques for effective 
teaching: 
1) Utilize prograll1rning in underdeveloped countries to pro11ide edu.ca.tiona.1 
opportunities for a. greater number of people. 
2) Offer programmed enrichment untts in addition to the regular curriculum" 
3) Apply programmed sequence to the problem of students' review" 
4) Introduce a.nd utilize programmed ma.terfa.l in the classroom in the form 
of remedial exercises. 
The suggestions that follow represent the writer 1 s attempt to show how 
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programmed instruction may be used in clothing construction cla.sses: 
1) Teachers could develop programmed materials in small independent 
units which could be used interchangeably in a.11 clothing courses. 
An example of this procedure would be in programs developed on 
such construction techniques as zipper insertion, hems, use of 
interfacing, facings, and application of waistba.nds. As students 
in any one class have need for a specific program, the program 
could be checked out, used, and returned for another student's 
use. 
2) Aside from actual garment construction techniques, factual in-
for,nation which often consumes a great portion of the class time 
in clothing might be programmed. Examples of topics might be: 
1Use of the Sewing Machine,' 'Interpretation of Pattern Symbols 
and Markings, 1 and 'Use of Small Sewing Equipment'. Class time 
could be devoted to more individual assistance given by the 
teacher and enable the teacher to work with a larger m.unber of 
students. 
3) With many of the facilities necessary for the production of a pro= 
gram already in the department, the logical media for the presen~ 
tation of programmed instruction in the clothing laboratory seems 
to be the mimeographed textbooks which may be used in conjunction 
with slides, filmstrips, flip charts, a.nd other visual aids. 
4) Commercially prepared programs which are available in the fields 
of art and design could be used in clothing classes. These pro-
grams could be used in the study of line, design, and color as 
relates to the selection of clothing for the individual. 
The writer hopes that the teacher contemplating the use of program= 
med instruction or the ceacher who may only want to know more about the 
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technique will gain from this study sufficient familiarity with the 
useful concepts and techniques to encourage such a teacher to apply the 
knowledge to classroom procedures. Looking at behavior from the point 
of view of the experimentalist, the teacher can have fresh insights 
that need not dehumanize the relationship with the students, but rather 
afford a more effective teacher-student relationship. 
Historically, enterprises which have given man increased control 
over the environment have been benefited in the long run. The develop-
ment of a science of behavior could give man increased control of the 
social environment, and there is little reason to assume that the de-
velopment of such a science of behavior would necessarily have harmful 
effects. 
If programmed learning accomplished nothing more than to put the 
spotlight on the behaviors of teaching and learning, the efforts of the 
individual teacher or training specialist in developing progrrumned 
materials would be amply repaid. The future belongs to those who are 
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
ROCHESTER.NEW YORK 14650 
TELEPHONE it,L OFFICES 
t.TE STREET AREA CODE 719 LOCUST 2-6000 
Miss Ann Leinn Gibson 
8110 Troost, Apartment 204 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Dear Miss Gibson: 
July 21, 1964 
In re: Your letter of July 15 concerning 
programs in home economics 
Probably the best bibliographies of programs are Programs '63, 
U.S. Government Printing Office and that of Dr. Carl Hendershot of Delta 
College, Michigan. Neither of these list any programs in the area of 
home economics. I suspect you may have selected an area in which little 
or nothing is available cormnercially. 
Although I realize it may be difficult to contact home economics 
departments in schools during the summer, this may be your best source of 
information. Teachers who have participated in programing workshops in 
the Rochester area have programed portions of their courses without making 
their programs generally available. Another source is the workshop director 
who could tell you if any of his participants had written programs of interest 
to you. 
Also, the Journal of the National Society for Programed Instruction, 
Trinity University, 715 Stadium Drive, San Antonio 12, Texas, publishes a 
current list of workshops. 
Best wishes on your interesting project. 
RM.Jacobs :MJE 
Very ~/Jly you~, 
,w~~ 
Applied Training Research 
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or bes 
Forbes Products Corporation • 1465 Jefferson Rd. • Rochester, N. Y. 14623 • 716-GR 3-0482 
Miss Ann Leinn Gibson 
8119 Troost Avenue 
Apt. 204 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Dear Mies Gibson: 
Thank you for your letter of July l~th. We are sorry, but we cannot 
help you in ybur request. We are plastic fabricators and have no 
orog ram in the line of Home Economics. 
Very truly yours, 
.~,If / 
c ~ -··'-.- L-- C. (_(.,A_, .. 
(M ,- ~.) Jean Al VP"' 
JCATIONAL NEWS SERVICE 90 
P. O. BOX 508 / SADDLE BROOK, NEW JERSEY 07663 
Publishers of 
1 Ir l I ', I 1 ' 
AZINE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY 
Miea Ann L. Gibson 
8110 Troost · 
Apt. 204 
Kansas Cit7, Missouri 
Dear Misa Oibsonl 
Telephone: Area Code 201 - 523 ... 5355 
October 30, 1964 
I do not haTe an7 ]Qlowl edge or curriculum materials in home 
economica, and I have not oome acroaa an7 programs in this area. 
I suggeat that 7ou contact Dr. Carl }Jenderahot, Delta College, 
Univerait7 Center, Michigan. He publishes what is probabl7 the 
most complete listing or prograaa aTailable today . Perhaps 7our 
college librar7 has hi• bibliograph7 or programs. 
In any event, I doubt that the princi pl es employed in prog-
ramming tor home economics would differ from those in other 
aubject areas. 




TEACHING AIDS NEWS 
Gl 
ElectronicTeaching Laboratories 
5034 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington 16, D. C. 
June 17, 1964 
Miss Ann Leinn Gibson 
8110 Troost, Apt. 204 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Dear Miss Gibson: 
EMerson 2-9722 
CaQ!fit Address: E~ECTROl'jlC 
Thank you for your letter of June 10, 1964. I ~ve checked through all 
of my reference material and I find no programed material in any area 
.of Home Economics. However, I would like to suggest 'l:hat yoll contact 
the Center for Programed Instruction, 345 West End Avenµe, New York~ 
New York. They wo~ld be able to tell you if there aTe any programs 
of this nature in the development stages. 
If we can be of further help to you, please let us know. 
Sincerely yours, 
ELECT~NIC T~CHING ,LABORATORIES 
./'· ~-:( / 
~fo~ J'll.. (,, , l 
(Mrs • ) rrTne E. 
Manufac;turers of Monitor® language laboratories and Monitor® Electronics Teaching Aid$ 
Mrs. Ann L. Gibson 
8110 Troost, A9t. 204 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Dear t·!rs. Gibson: 
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July 29, 1964 
I am serding vou literature descrihin? our 
cammerciallv available-Programs and a sample of a 
program entitled The Princioles of Programed Learninr;. 
I hope this may be of some assistance to vou. · 




Very truly yours, 
~~~ 
D. E. Cornell III 
TE.ACHING :MACHINL~fS 
221 SAN PEDRO DR., NE/ P.O. BOX 8451 / ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87108 / TE:LEPHONE: :i0.5 256 'hi:! 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA PRESS 
425 Nqrth Michigan Avenue • Chicago 11, Illinois 
July 23, 1964 
Miss Ann Leinn Gibson 
8110 Troost 
Apartment 204 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Dear Miss Gibson: 
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Thank you for your recent request for books in the field of home 
economics. 
We regret our inability to be of service to you in this matter 
since we have not developed any material in this subject area. 
At this time we have no plans for doing so. 
If this office, may be of any additional service., ph:iase do not 
hesitate to write us. 
Cordially yours, 
~s 
National Sales Ma 
BAH:cf:lb 
,, -
GENERAL PROGRAMMED TEACHING CORPORATION 
Miss Ann Leinn Gibson 
8110 Troost, Apartment 204 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Dear Miss Gibson: 
OL;. 
post office box 11231 
polo alto, calif~Hnia 94306 
(415) 941-0514 
December 2, 1964 
Thank you for your recent inquiry. We regret the delay in answering 
but the letter went to our Albuquerque office and was transferred to 
our California office. 
We have a program entitled Interior Decoration, which is an adult 
program and would be suitable for home economics instruction. It 
is available and can be purchased from: 
Mr. Ivan R. Bender 
Director, Sales Service Department 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Press 
425 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
We do not have any programs concerning buttonholes. 
We are in the process of having printed a "Portfolio" which lists all 
of our programs and many other areas of informati<;m concerning 
programmed instruction are covered in this publication. As soon as 
it is received from the printers we will mail you a copy. 
If we can be of further assistance, please let us know. 
Sincerely, 




Student Directions for Program 
N'eed pencil and mimeographed answer sheet. 
Read the directions thoroughly. 
Part I 
1. Begin on page one~ read and answer frame #1. Then turn the 
page and in the left hand margin will be the answer to #1. 
Compare the answers and proceed to frame #2. Then turn the 
page and continue until you reach the last page in the book. 
When #10 has been answered you will turn back to page one again 
to find the correct answer. Then proceed to frame #11, answer 
and continue as before. Illustrations will be in the extreme 
right margin. 
2. Do not begin the program until the teacher reviews the directions 
orally and all questions are answered. 
The form of Part II is slightly different. Part II could be 
used in book form or in a teaching machine. 
Part II 
1. Use the answer sheet as a cover sheet. 
2. Read the answer from #1. The correct answer will be given below 
the frame. Move the anawer=cover sheet down and check the answer. 
Continue down the page, frame #1, 2, 3~ and so on. When the 
entire page is completed, continue to the next page. Illustra-
tions are in the left margin. 
Students will be held responsible for materials covered in the 







PAR'l' I PLACEMENT OF BUT'TONHOLr1S 
I-L Buttonholes may be classified as either ·1· - . 
worked or bound buttonholeso 

















2L When it i:s necessary to re=space button= 
holes after altering a blouse:; :mark a 
buttonhole in line with the 
~~~-when using an odQ, number of 
buttonso 
310 Measure the distance between the upper 
and lower buttonhole markings. 
After marking the upper and lower 
buttonholesj measure the~~·~~~--
between the twoo 
41 Buttonholes are constructed in the 
gYerlaErgllli eq~ of a garment., 






51. So in determining where to start the 
crosswise buttt::inhole, remember 1/8 
















2. Buttonholes may either be worked or 
b but ton.holes. 
12. Tailored garments frequently have bound 
buttonholes because bound buttonholes 
22. In re-spacing buttonholes, mark a 
buttonhole in line with bustline dart 
when using an (odd/even) 
number of buttonholes. 
32. After measuring the distance from the 
upper buttonhole to the lower button-
hole, decide upon the number of 
buttons to use. 
It is necessary to decide upon 
the number of buttons to be used, after 
measuring the distance from the upper 
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.32. Decide 
to use four 
buttons. 
& & 
buttonhole to the lower buttonhole. & & 
(Observe diagram.) 
True or False 
42. The overlapping edge of a garment is 
where you would construct the 
b __ • 
52. The next step is to decide upon the 
length of the buttonhole. There are 
two easy ways to determine the length: 
1. Measure the width of the button, 
plus its thickness, plus 1/16 inch 
for ease. (The 1/16 inch is not 
always necessary for very thin 
buttons.) 
To determine the length of a button= 
hole add thew ___ of the button, 
plus the t , plus ___ _ 
inch for ease • 


























.·. ·. ·. 1 ·- 1 
ot. bound button- j I 
-----,.,-·.,.."'""'"--"--
Buttonholes tha.t are n 
---· buttonholes. J I 
-- --·· . ---1 
holes are w ,.,...,. __ _,, ___ 
-
Bound buttonholes requ ire more time 
tonholes~ but can 
r who can st:Ltch 
than machine=ma.de but 
be made by any begin:ne 
and press accurately. 
Any begin:.ner can - I 
holes if she can and w 
make bow.d button·-! 
ill stitch and 
press accurately, 
True or False 
When the buttonholes Yff ust be re-
s marked in 
dart when 
of buttons. 
spacedj a buttonhole i 
line with the bust line 
using an number --·-
-----
Subtract one from the 
to be used to find the 
The number of but 
equals the number of s 
(Note diagra 
r mmber of buttons 
number of spaces. 






43,The edges that lap over each other on 
is where the 
1.:ted. 
53. 
the front of a garment ' 
buttonholes are constru" 
These edges are ca lled ----edges 
- ---
What two dimensions of 
you measure in order t 
the button must 
o determine the 







qo , / 
4, There are-two ty:.• of buttonholes~ . T .. 
True or False 
24. Stitching and pressing with accuracy 
are very important in making b __ ··--
b • 
24. After marking a buttonhole even with 
the bustline dart, place markings 
above and below for the number of 
buttonholes that are required. (B). 
Make certain the buttonholes are 
equal distance apart. (C). 
Buttonhole markings should be 
made above and below the buttonhole 
marking a.t the b --,------
(Study diagram.) 
34, After deciding upon the number of 
buttons to usej subtract one from 
the number of buttons to determine 








44, The closing edges are the outer most 
edge of the overlapping edges. 
54. 
The outer most edges of the over-
lapping edges are called the--~----~~ 
edges. 
The width plus the thickness of a 
button will give the necessary length 
of the buttonhole. Sometimes ------1 inch is added for ease. 













15. In making bound buttonholes accurate 
stitching and pressing is not 
necessary. 
True or False 
25. The re-spaced buttonhole markings 
should be equal distance apart. 
True or False 
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35. The number of buttons minus one equ~ls 
the number of • 
45. Buttonholes may be made in either 45. 
of two directions~ Lengthwise 
a. Lengthwise buttonholes - run 
parallel to the £losing 
edges. l ~I 
b. Crosswise buttonholes - are 'I at right a.ngles to the I 
closing edge. \ I j I 
Buttonholes that are made in Crosswise 
the same manner but constructed in 
different directions from the clos-
I 
ing edges can be classified as I ~--~-
l buttonholes and I 
c buttonholes. --r _, 
(Now study diagram.) I -~-~·---
55. One method of finding the length of 
the buttonhole is to measure the 
of the button, plus the . -
of the button and add 
inch for ease. 
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5. worked 6. Bound buttonholes are often used on I I 
bound taIIored garments . I 
(either order) Tailored garments frequently have I 
buttonholes. I 
15. False, 16. The first point to remember in making • 
Accuracy is the bound buttonholes is to stitch and 
first point to ;eress ac . 
stress in making 
bound buttonholes. 
25. True 25 . In re-spacing buttonholes the button-
hole markings above and below the bust-
line buttonhole marking must bee 
distance apart. 
r36 0 
35 . spaces 36. To determine the positions of the other A- -buttonholes, divide the distance from 1 
/1" the top buttonhole !?.z the number of 
sr,aces. 
I A-µ 
In order to mark the positions of the 
remaining buttonholes divide the distance 
from the top buttonhole to the lower LI II ul"'\I A-•,; 
buttonhole by the number of 
~ 
_ _J /l ' ~-(Now study diagram.) -,- T 
45 . 46. Bound buttonholes are most conun.only 
lengthwise, '"' constructed crosswise. crosswise Crosswise bound buttonholes are more often used than lengthwise bourid button-i\. holes. 
True or False I 
--
55. width 56. The second way to determine the length 
thickness of a buttonhole is to: 
1/16 Cut~ slit in a scrap of cloth and 
keep making it larger until the button 
will slide through easily. Measure the 
. 'j 
slit and make the bottonholes this 
' I length . 
I 
Measuring the width plus the thickness 
of a button is the only way to determine 
the thickness necessary for the length 
of a buttonhole. 







refer to the 
first of frame 
56 if you 
answered True. 
7. The type of buttonholes frequently 
found on tailored garments are: 
a, worked 
b. bound 
17. Commercial patterns usually indicate 
the position for buttonholes. If the 
blouse must be altered in length then 
the buttonholes must be re-spaced 
accordingly. 
If the length of the blouse is 
changed the buttonholes must be re- • ---
27. It is important that buttonhole mark-
ings are e d apart. 
37. The distance from the top buttonhole to 
the lower buttonhole must be measured 
and divided by the number of spaces in 
order to mark the positions of the re-
maining buttonholes. 
To determine the positions of the other 
buttonholes, the distance from the top 
buttonhole to the lower buttonhole must be 
divided by the number of • 
47, Bound buttonholes are more commonly 
constructed (lengthwise/crosswise) 
57, For unusual shaped bottons it is often 
the best to cut a slit in a scrap of 
cloth and continue to extend the slit 
until the button goes through easily. 
Then m the slit and 














8. Bound buttonholes are frequently used 
on tailored garments because they are 
more decorative than worked buttonholes. 
Which type of buttonholes is more 
decorative? 
18. Re-spacing of the buttonholes is 
necessary when the garment length 
is altered. 
True or False 
28. The second method of re=spacing button= 
holes may be used for either an even 
number or an odd number of buttonholes. 
Locate the position for the upper buttor-
hole and then locate the position for tte 
lower buttonhole. (A). 
The first step in re-spacing button-




position for the u buttonhole 
and the l buttonhole. A -
(Note diagram.) 
'38. Before marking the positions of the 
remaining buttonholes measure off 
the spaces. 
To mark the positions of the button-
holes in the middle, measure off the 
spaces. 
True or False 
48. In constructing a tailored garment the 
bound buttonholes will most usually be 
made in what direction? 
58. One easy way to determine the length of 
the buttonhole is: 
(1) Measure thew of the buttcn, 
plus the of the buttonJ 
plus inch for ease. 
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8. Bound 9. Which type of buttonhole is often used 
on tailored garments because it is 
more decorative? 
18. True 19. What must be done to the placement 
of the buttonholes when a blouse 
is altered in length? 
28. upper, 29. Locating the position for the upper 
l ower buttonhole and the lower buttonhole 
is the first step when re-spacing 
buttonholes on a blouse by this 
method . 
True or False 
38. True 39. To mark the positions of the button-
.., holes in the middle, measure off the 
spaces. 
True or False 
48. 49. The crosswise buttonholes begin about 
crosswise 1/8 inch from the center line, toward 
the closing edge, and extend · into 
the garment as far as necessary. ~,'/ 
Begin crosswise buttonholes about ~ (!) 
1/8 inch from the c 1 
-l. 
.gJ 
toward the cl osing edge. (!) I 
~ 
( Now study diagram.) 
,- •rl ,...~ -t U) 0 
r-1 
~ ' . u 
Center line -
58 . 59. Another easy way to determine the 
width length of the buttonhole is: 
t hickness 
1/16 (2) Cut a slit in a piece of cloth and 
continue to make it larger until 
the button slides through easily. 
Then m the slit and 
make t he buttonholes this length. 
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.......-·--·--·----------· .. ---------- ' ·- -·--., -------~----·-"--·-·-,- l 
Bou.nd,buttonholes ~re.frequently used I l 9. bound 10. 
19. 20. 
re= spaced 
on t,nlored garments because they are I 
more dee than worked 
buttonhole's:' _____ , . ! 
Re=spacing of buttonholes can be 
accomplished by two methods, If 
there is an odd number of button-
holes (3, 5) mark a buttonhole in 
line with the bustline dart. 
!IIJhen using an odd number of 
buttonholes mark a buttonhole in 
line with the b ----------d . ---------
1-· ·-~1 




I I ------' - I 
( Observe diagram. ) I 
--2-9-.--T-r_u_e ______ 3·-0-·.-T.-h._e_p_o_s~-t-i_o __ n_f_o_r_t_h_e __________ a_n_.d_-l·-----·----!.I. 
buttonholes must be 
marked ii1 beginning to re-space 
1-----------i----b"-ut .. _t_o_n_._h_._ o_i_e_s-~n -~~·-bl_o_1:_1s_e_. ________ -+-----I 
39. True .
1 
40. The positions of the middle bot ton- . I 
holes a.re determined by measuring 
the number of s a.nd then _____ ... __ 
marking the place for the b ____ _ 
49, 50. Buttons tend to pull to the end of the 
center line crosswise buttonholes, nearest the , 
edge of the garment. 
Therefore when buttonholes are 
placed inch from the 
line the buttons will be on the center~ 





L _ _J 
60. In summarizing the placement of buttonl 
holes: 
Step One: Decide how far apart to 
s ____ . _ the buttons. I 
Step Two: Determine how far the en~ 
of +.he but,tonhole will be 
from the cl e ----- _,,...."" Step Three: Determine the 1_. ___ _ 
·-----·---o_r_t~:-· _b_u·~_t_o_n_h_oi_e_. _____ =i_ __ ~-__ j 
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PART II= CONSTRUCTION OF BOID~D BUTTONHOLES 
-
1. Bound buttonholes may be made of the same material 
as the garment or of a contrasting fabric. 
Bound buttonholes should never be made of a 
contrasting fabric. 
True or F'alse 
1. False (Contrasting fabric is sometimes used to give 
an addedj sportive effect.) 
l 2. Bound buttonholes can be ma.de from either contrast-
ing material or the same material as the garment. 
I True or False 
.i 
2u True ,' I l ' 
. 3. The material which forms the lips of the bound button= 
holes should be cut of the lengthwise grain. 
The strip that runs along the length of the button= 




4, To have strength and firmness in the bound button= 
holes, cut the buttonhole fabric on the 1 
I 
g . 
4. lengthwise grain. 
5. The overall width of a bound buttonhole should sel= 
dom exceed lJi inch and sometimes it should be less. 
~da 1 
(Observe diagram.) 
How wide should a bound buttonhole be? 
•. 
5. 1/4 inch (or less) 
-
i 6. If the total width of the buttonhole is~ inch.'} 
then each lip should be 1/8 inch. (Note diagram.) 
,fp·:;1 fi% The overall width of a bound b~ttonhole s~ould ~,,.,, 
be 1/4 inch or less. ' 'f ,, I 
' True or False 
' 
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6. True 
?. On light-weight or medium-weight material each ~i£ 
of the bound buttonhole should be: 
a. 1/8 inch b. 1/4 inch c. 1/2 inch 
7. a. 1/8 inch 
8. If each lip on a bound buttonhole is 1/8 inch then 
the total width of the bound buttonhome is ---inch. 
8. 1/4 inch 
9. The lips of the bound buttonhole should never over= 
~· Usually the lips will just touch each other.· 
Make an effort to avoid any wide spaoe between the 
edges or lips. 
It looks better if the lips on the bound button= 
holes overlap. ,. 
True or False 
9. False 9 the lips should just touch each other for 
a neat 9 well-made effect. 
10. The lips of a. bound buttonhole should: 
a. Just meet 
b. Be wide apart 
c. Overlap 
10. a. Just meet 
11. The two 1/8 inch lips of a bound buttonhole should 
just meet. 
On a bound buttonhole each lip should be __ _ 
inch in width. 
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11. 1/8 inch 
12. When the lips of a bound buttonhole just touchj they 
look neat and allow room for the button to fit through 
comfortably. 
The two lips 1/8 inch in width should just meet. 
True or False 
12. True 
13. The patch method of constructing bound buttonholes 
is the most successful for beginners. 
Since this is a beginner's unit on bound button= 
holes the p method will be used. 
13. patch 
14. The patch method provides definite lines to stitch 
by., thus greatly aiding the beginner. 
By providing definite guide lines for stitching 
the beginner usually finds the method 
to be successful. 
-
14. patch 
15. Remember that a bound buttonhole is made through the 
garment section and interfacing., but must not be 
made through the facing. 




16. The buttonhole should be made through the garment 





17. The bound buttonholes must be made through the gar-
merit section and interfacing, before the f 
is attached. ----
17. facing 
18. Bound buttonholes are made through the garment 
section and interfacing, but must not be made 
through the facing. 
True or False 
18. True (If you answered this False, go back and 
review frames 13, 14, and 15) 
19. The buttonholes must have marked guidelines. 
It. is :important to have marked g, _______ _ 
to help tlirect the sewing. 
19. guidelines 
20. Marked guidelines aid in accurate stitching of the 
bound buttonholes. 
The marked guidelines are useful in making neat 
and accurate buttonholes. 
True or False 
20. True 
21. The markings for buttonholes should be done with 
contrasting thread. 
In obtaining uniformly even buttonholes c __ _ 




















22. Marking the position for bound buttonholes by bast-
ing stitches is very important, therefore 
thread should be used. 
22 . contrasting 
2.3. Baste-stitch the center front (A) on the interfacing 
through to the outside of the fabric with contrast-
ing thread. (Observe diagram.) 
The marking of the center front line would appear 
on the interfacing and the o of the fabric. . 
23. outside 
21+. The basting that marks the center front (A) should 
extend the length of all buttonholes and appear on 
the interfacing and the outside of the garment. 
The basting that marks the center front (A) should 
extend the length of all buttonholes. 
True or False 
24. True 
25, The center front marking is basted through both the 




26. By baste-stitch:i ng, mark a second line (B) parallel 
to the center front line and 1/8 inch to the right 
of the center front line.1~ 
The second basting line should be parallel to the 




.J~Di:rections used are given as you view the diagram or 
fabrfo. 










27, Line B represe:n.ts the outside end o:f the buttonhole, 
( Review diagram, ) 
27. 1./8 
'rhe buttonhoLe will begin at line B,, l,ihich :ls 
inch from t,he center line. 
;28. Line B is where the buttor1hole begins. 
(Refer to diagram.) 
True or F'a.lse 
29, The buttonhole should begin at which line? 
(line A/ line B) (Note diagram,) 
29. line B 





.30. Line B is 1,/8 inch to the right of the center front 
line (A); therefore:; the buttonhole should begin 
1,/8 inch to the right of the center line. 
'I'he buttonhole begins ( B) 
right of the center line. 
30. 1/8 
inch to t.h0 --~ .. ---
31. The buttonhole begins at line b,,, 1/8 inch from the 
center front line. (A), 
True or Fa.lse 
3L True 
320 Line A represents the center front of your garment 
and where the button will be placedo (Review 
diagram.) 
Cn which line will the button be placed? 
-1-------'----lf,,,------"-·----·---., 
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-- ,,.&l<OI•---... --•--~-------... •Y -- . 
32. Line A or center front 
- -





33. A is center front (center line) 
Bis outside end of buttonhole 
~·- - ,_,,,-.-.. -
34. Indicate by marking an X, where the button should 
be placed. 
A 
I I --;, 
....... 
__ Jr --
34, Line A or center line -1 - w-.... 
AB 35. The outside basting line (B) marks the outside end 
I 
of the buttonhole. This line is inch 
I I from the center front line. (A). J 
I I 
I • 
I I 35, 1/8 
--- -- ·- . .. 
36. The button is sewn on the center front line, there-
fore the button will be sewn inch from 
the outside end of the buttonhole. 
-· --
36. 1/8 
·,t A /3 ) 37. Next baste a line (C) parallel to the lines A and B. ~ L-1 Line C should be the distance of the length ot the I I 
I 11 buttonhol~ from line B. The distance from the outside __ LJ basting line (B) to the inside basting line (C) is 
: I' the length of the b . 
i---,-1 -
I 11 37. buttonhole 
38. Line C marks the inside end of the b 0 
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-~ .. n·-.11'••'"_........__ ---- - ob ...... _.__.,.~ 
38. buttonhole 
..... --
~, Ae 39. Basting lines A and C :mark the ends of the button= 
I hole. (Study diagram before answering.) 
~t True or False J -1' I I 39. False (Remember line A marks the center front of I I 
r-i-t the garment • Line Bis an 1/8 inch from the cen-
I , , ter front and marks the outside end of the 
J buttonhole.) 
40. The basting lines Band C mark the ends of the 
buttonhole. 
True or False 
- -- --
40. True 
41. The parallel lines Band C connecting the ends of 
all buttonholes are used to check the l 
of each buttonhole. 
-
41. length 
---·· .. __ ..... '"'""''""'··· .... - ·- ··-
42. What is the purpose of baste-st1tehing lines Band 
G? 
-- -
42. measure or mark length of buttonhole 
~ ·- ·-
F:fJf 43 • Next baste stitch a crosswise pattern marking 
(D) 
.o-f/ for the buttonhole location. Line D indicates where the center of the 
, I I is located. 
I 11 
I I I I 
I I I 43. Buttonhole 
44. The crosswise line D represents the center of the 
buttonhole and will serve as a guideline for the 
placement of the buttonhole. 
True or Fals,e 
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' ~ ) u,• -I 
~t-1-
trl 
I I I 
I 11 
l 11 
I I I 
I I I 





45, What is the purpose of buttonhole markings'? 
a. Stitching guidelines c. Both a and b 
b. Mark length of buttonholes d. Neither a nor b 
45, c. Both a and b 
46. Lastly, baste-switch a line (E) on either side and 
parallel to line D. These lines should each be 1L4 
inch from the line (D) marking the center of the 
buttonhole. 
The last marking lines are basted at inch 
on each side of the center of the buttonhole line. 
(D) 
46. 1/4 
47. The line (E) parallel to line Dis to be used as a 
guideline. Each guideline E should be inch 
from the line marking the center of the buttonhole 
(D). 
47. 1/4 
48. Read the descriptions carefully and study the dia= 
gram, then match the letters to the correct de-
scription. 
1. Center front line -
2. Inside end of buttonhole 
-- 3. Center of buttonhole 
·- 4. Outside end of buttonhole 
5. Parallel lines marking 
the width of the lips 










49. After the stitching lines have been marked the 
first step has been completed. Next cut a strip of 
the fabric one inch wider on each side (total 211 ) 
than the length~the buttonhole and one inch 
longer .2!l:. each side than the width of the button-
hole. 
The fabric should be inch wider on each 
side them the length of thebuttonholeand __ 




50. How much wider on each side than the length of the 
buttonhole should the finishing strip of fabric be 
cut? 
50. one inch on each side. 
51. How far beyond each buttonhole on each side should 
the finishing strip of fabric extend? 
51. one inch 
52. 
52. 
The strip of fabric should be inch wider on 
each side than the length of the buttonhole and -
inch longer than the width of the buttopbole on 
each side . ' · · 
one 
one 
53. The total width of the finishing strip should be 








54, The total length of the finishing strip should be 
~ inches longer than the width of the buttonhole. 
54. two 
55, The basting lines serve as a guide for placing the 
finishing patch of fabric so the finished button-
hole will be in the correct location. 
True or False 
55, True 
56. The strip of fabric that has been out is to be 
placed on the right side of the garment right _tlde 
down. 
The finishing strip is applied to the garment 
front with right sides together. 
True or False 
56, True 
57) The patch strip should be placed with right side of 
the fabric down and spaced evenly over the button-
.hole. 




side to side. 
58. Fold the finishing strip down approximately 1/3 of 
the way, right side out. (Observe diagram.) 
A fold is made in the finishing strip approxi= 




59. How far down is the finishing patch folded? 
59. 1/3 
6o. The finishing strip is folded down approximately 
1/3 of the way from the top with riiht ~ out and 
Eressed. 
After the finishing strip is folded 1/3 of the 
way down, the fold should be p well. 
60. pressed 
61. After folding the top of the finishing patch down 
1/3 of the length on the patch, it is then necessary 
to well. 
61. press 
62. The finishing strip is folded right side out and 
r - - - - -, both raw edges on the top side. -
I I 
I The finishing strip should be folded 1/3 of the 
-~T -----w:-ay_d_o_wn_w_i_t_h_t_h_e_r ____ s_i_d_e_o_f_t_h_e_f_a_b_r_i_c_t_u_rn_e_d__, £'':tt},., ~ outward, 
62. right 
63. The right side of the strip must be turned outward. 





64. The finishing patch is now placed on the right 
side of the garment with both raw edges of the 
patch upward. (Study diagram.) 
The finishing patch is placed right side down on 
the side of the garment. 
64. right 
6;. Place the top fold on the upper· guideline (E) on the 
right side of the gannent. 
The top fold is placed on which basted guideline? 
65. E or upper 
66. The top fold placed on the upper guideline($) is on 
the right of the garment. 
True or False 
66. True 
67. With a short machine stitch, stitch 1/8 ~ below 
the first fold from guideline~ to Q. (Note 
diagram.) 
A row of short machine stitching-ii- from guideline 
B to C is done inch below the fold. 
67. 1/8 
68. The row of horizontal stitching from guidelines B 
to C is how far below the fold? 
68. 1/8 inch 
* About 20 stitches to the inch. 
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69. When stitching 1/S inch below the fold from guide-
line B to C, be certain to bac~stit.£h at the begin-
ning and end of the stitching. 
To prevent the stitching from pulling out, b 
at the beginning and end of the row of stitching. 
69. backstitch 
70. Backstitching is important in securely fastening 
the row of stitching. 
True or False 
70. True 
71. The row of stitching from guideline B to C is 
~~~- inch below the folded edge and the 
stitching is locked at each end by _, __ _ 
71. 1/8 backstitching 
72, Next fold the finishing patch on the tottom 
guideline • ( E) • 
After the first row of horizontal stitching 
has been sewed, between guidelines Band C, the 
fabric is again folded, this time on the bottom 
guideline (E). 
True or False 
72. True 
73. Fold on the bottom guideline E and again stitch 
horizontally 1/8 inch from the fold. 
How far is the second row of stitching from 
the bottom fold? 
73. 1/8 inch 
I /' 
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74, The second row of horizontal stitching should 
also go from guidelines ]2 to Q. 
The g~idelines Band C mark the ends of the 
buttonholes; thus, the second row of stitching 
is also the length of the buttonhole. 
True or False 
74, True 
1 : 75, If the buttonhole is made of a. lightweight fab-
.-~!=:::--:::-:-7.'::-,:±:::=~~S' ~ic insert a :Y!i!'.! ~ through both folded edges r( - --- - - - - ... , 1 f the finishing strip. ( Observe diagram. ) 
''------"""i' ~f A When ma.king a bound buttonhole in lightweight 
! I ~ fabric insert a. thin~ through the----




76. A bound buttonhole on lightweight fabrics is made 
exactly like a bound buttonhole on medium or 
heavy weight fabrics. 
True or False 
76. False (On lightweight fabric a thin cord should 
be inserted in the folded edges.) 
77. When making bound buttonholes on a lightweight 
fabric how can you give more body to the folded 
edges of the bottonhole? 
77. insert a thin cord 
78. In order to add body to bound buttonholes that 
are made in lightweight fabric a thin cord is 
inserted through the f e _____ . 
78. folded edges 
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79. On the inside of the garment, starting at the 
center between the two horizontal rows of 
stitching (E), clip through the interfacing and 
B fabric, down the center of the buttonhole area and diagonally toward the corners. (Read the t frame twice and look at the diagram.) t 
The clipping is done on the of the 
garment. 
79. inside 
eo. On the inside of the garment the fabric and in-
terfacing ie clipped at the center between the 
two horizontal rows of stitching d 
', to the corners. 
80. diagonally 
,. 81. On which side of the garment is the clipping 
/ done? 
i', 
81. inside (or underside or wrong side of fabric) 
l 82. Begin clipping at the center between the two . ·,'!CMS-of horizontal stitching and clip 






83. In the space below draw a diagram indicating 
how the buttonhole area is clipped. 
\ 
83. !>. ~ . 
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84, triangles 
85. The triangles formed by clipping diagonally to the 
corners should be 1/4 to 3L~ inch in length. 
True or False 
-------------------------·-----
85. True 
86. The triangles at each end of the buttonhole are 
formed by clipping to the corners. 
86. diagonally _________________ ,. ________ , ____________________ _ 
87. The triangles left after cutting diagnonally to the 
corners are: 
a. on each end of the buttonhole 
b. on only one end of the buttonhole 
87. a. on each end of the buttonhole 
l 88. Remember triangles formed on each end of the 
I buttonhole, by clipping the corners diagonally, 
I should be about 1/4 to 3/8 inch in length. 
I The small triangles on each end of the buttonhole 
I patch should be inch in length. I , 
!----_ _G. 1/4 - J_ls ___________ , ________ _ 
! l 
89. It is :important to remember when clipping along the I 
center line (D) of the buttonhole to make the tri-
I angles about inch in length. 
! I ]_ _______________________________ .............. L ___ ,, _________________________ ----------... - -
__ .. ________ ... r ;::-.,. .... ~--............ __ ,,,. ....... ~----- ... ,,.. .. ....................... . .. . .. ... -··-- -- ......... -- " . _.. 
[_ ____ ~~~~::~-~-:~~- .. ·----. -·--- ..... ·- .... ·- ··-··--· ···-----1 
90. After the olipping process ls CH:>mple1t1:,d, turn th<~ I 
.f:i.nishing patch to the inside, i 
CAUTION: Do rJot. ha.n.dlf~ the triE.1.ngles. I 
1
1
: After clipping, the finlshing ps.t.ch should be :.1
1 
I turned to the inside of the garm;ent. 
:I 
i I l True or False , 
' \ l -·····-~ 
l.------+~~~--------·---- ------ ---~.· ll . i 'j 91. The triangles should not be handled when turning I 
i 
f 
the finishing patch to the inside. l 






: .. ___ , ___ "··-·-·~ ............... ___ ~-·~·- 1 
92. After clipping the center of the buttonhole, turn 
the finishing patch to the_ of the 
garment. 
92. inside 
93, Be careful in turning the patch to the .ins:id.e, 
not to handle the I 
I ------·---·--·---·----"-··--··-- ···-.. ·---...................... -. ~ .......... ~-1 
I 93 • triangles li 
~-· -· ·~------- - ----··--·----·-""'"' ··---·· ·-···-··--···-.. ·· ··-.-·--- ..................... ·-·! 
!ji 94. After turning the finishing strip to the inside., i 
· carefully pull the ends of the strip to .e.9:.~~§3:.£'..~. I 
I ----- the corners of the buttonhole. ( Observe the dia- ! 
I ;1 gram.) ! I '( I The ends of the finish:ing strip should be pulle~ 
I .;I ~ It in order to s _____ the corners of the but ten t 
I hole. . . J - I I 
i l ·--·------------ . ·.. . . .. I 
94. squa~e____ ··---· ... ---· ....... _J 
124 
<95.. 'The ends,or t"he~Hrttshing·-strip,-shoul'd be ·care-
fiil.ly pulled t·o :..ac;complish s c 
' thus giving a w:eU..made .. err ect to the buttonhole. 
95. square corners 
' . ., 
r - - -~ _..,,__,,.., 96. When carefully pulling the ends of the finishing 
I 
I strip to . square the corners, the folded edges 
·~ 
I should meet in the center of the .buttonhole. 
t I (Note diagram.) 
r t 
I Right side r The ends of the finishing strip c~fully pullec 
L-1-
.. should cause the f e to meet in -- - the center of the buttonhole. 
of garment 
' 
96. folded edges 
. ··- .. -- ' . ·--
97. By carefully pulling the ends df the finishing 
strip the f e will just meet. 
.. 
97. f.olded edges 
98. It ·1s important that the folded edges just meet in 
the center of the buttonhole. 
True or False 
C• 98. True 
.. -.-- ' ..... 
99. What $hould happen when the ends of the finishing 
strip are carefully pulled? 
a. The folded edges of the buttonhole meet 
b. The corners of the buttonhole are squared 
c. Neither should occur 
d. Both should occur 
' ' 




100. Next place the garment right side up on the sewing 
machine. Turn back top edge of the garment to 
reveal the triangle and end of strip. (Study 
diagram.) 
The edge of the garment should be turned back 
so the triangle and end of the finishing strip is 
easily visible. 
True or False 
100. True 
101. After turning back the edge of the garment so that 
the triangle and the end of the finishing strip ca 
be seen, stitch the base of the triangle securely 
to the finishing strip by going back and forth 
several times. (Study diagram.) 
Th,.e triangle is stitched securely to the f_· __ 
strip. 
101. finishing 
102. 'When the garment is placed right side up, the 
triangle is permanently stitched to the f ____ ,... 
s -----
102. finishing strip 
103. The base of. the triangle is securely sewn to the 
finishing strip by going back and forth several 
times. 
True or False 
103. True 
104. Stitch the opposite end of the buttonhole in the 
same manner. This stitching of the triangles 
further squares the corners. 
The purpose of stitching across the base of th 
triangles, connecting the triangles to the ends o 
the finishing strip, is to s the corners. 
-
· 104. square 
105. What is the ma.in porpdse of stitching the base of 
the triangles to the ends of the finishing strip? 
I 
105. Square the corners , 
.. 
106. The reason for stitching the triangles to the 
finishing strip ends is to square the corners. 
True or False 
-
106. True 
107. The base of the triangle should be stitched back 
and forth several times to the ends of the 
finishing strip. 
True or False 
107. True 
108. It is important to securely stitch the triangles 
to the ends of the finishing strip in order to 
haves c . 
108. square corners 
-
109. Now, remove marking threads and press buttonhole. 
Trim away the excess finishing strip. 
l In finishing the buttonhole; remove the bastins 
press and trim. 
True or False 
109. True 
---------------·-~-~-----· --. 
110. The .finishing strip should be trimmed to .+.-Li,, 1-.E.£~. 
o:r1 all sides 01' ·the button.hole. 
How far should the finishing strip ei:.x.te:nd on thE 
ends and sides? 
110. l/2 inch 
-----· ----+"""----··----·--~-·---~·-- c•PI "" __ ..__.....,._...,,,_,..._1~;Mt1-
,------1 
I . I I ' l " '' I \ , , I ,,,,1,, 
f 
L-- __ -1 
111. The buttonhole should be pressed and trimmed to 
inch on all sides. 
_______________ , _______________ ,-4 
111. 1/2 
112. Diagonally baste the lips (folded edges) of the 
bound buttonhole together, while completing the 
remainder of the garment. (Observe diagram.) 
,To hold the lips of the bound buttonhole to-
gether, baste diagonally. 





The diagonal basting that holds the lips of the 
buttonhole together is removed immediately after 
trimming and pressing of the buttonhole. 
True or False I 
F$lse --i 
~ This basting is left in until the garment is com=' 
pleted in order to hold the lips of the bound 
buttonhole together while working on other sec-
tions of the garment.) 
114. After the buttonhole is trimmed and pressed the 
facing is attached to the garment permanently. 
The facing is attached after the buttonhole has 
been sewn. 
True or False 
llL~ . 'r:rue 
115, 'I'he :!),ctn,g is attached (before/after) tJ:1e bound 
buttonhole is constructed. 
115. after 
116. After the facing is attached it is importa.nt to 
_2aste:. around the buttonhole so that the facing 
will stay in place. 
To hold the fa.ci.ng in place 9 baste around each 
buttonhole. 
True or False 
116. True 
1----------------------------.. -----------·-· ----··--·-·---· 
117. After the facing is attached, it is important to 
b around ea.ch buttonhole. 
- ----·-----··---·-----·-·-· ----·----···--··-·-·1· 
117. baste 
---·--·------------· ... ---·-,---·--···---... ~---~·-·· .. ~--------··~·--~----.. b-~·""-, .. -.,-~ .... '--'""="--' 
118. With the right side of the g8,r:ment up, insert a. 
pin at .~ach corn~. of the buttonhole" 
The pins are used to mark the c----·-···---
the buttonholes. 
of 
--------+-:-:-~-:--.-:-0 :-:-. :-~ be ~nserted-~;:cl! c:,-:,; f= t~.-1 
right si.de. l 
True or False 
L _________ ..--_1_1_· 9_. --'I-'r~-1-e::.~----:-~::-···· -·------- ·--- ·- -
129 
120. After inserting a pin at each corner, turr,i the 
garment to the under side and slash the facing 
just as the buttonhole was slashed. 
The slashing of the facing is done from the 
un s of the garment . 
120. under side 
121. The facing is slashed the same as the buttonhole 
was slashed, therefore, the facing should be 
I 
clipped down the middle and to each corner. 






I Whip stitching, 122. Next, turn under the facing edges about 1/8 inch 
! 
p - - - --, and whipstitch the facing to the outer edges of 
'I I the buttonhole. I \ ' I I I , I ... 
I 1' 
\ ' j I After slashing the facing at the buttonhole, 
!I ; \ " 'j I the facing edges should be hennned under about I 
Facing 7 . I inch. ii - ,_ --- .' . ..J ' i 
j 122. 1/8 ' 
i 
-
123. After turning under the facing edges 1/8 inch, the 
edges should be w in place. 
.... 
123. whipstitch 




124, 1/8 inch I 
125. What type of stitch do you use to secure the 
facing edges to the outer edges of the buttonhole? 
125. whipstitch -· 
130 
126. The facing edges should be neatly turned under 
1/8 inch ap.d inconspicuously whipstitched in 
place. 
True or False· 
126. Very true! 
CONCLUSION~ Upon completion of your bound buttonhole 
check it against these standards for a good bound 
buttonhole. 
A. Accurately spaced and aligned. 
B. Made along a true grain, except in special 
cases. 
C. The right size for the button. 
D. Square and firm at corners. 
E. Made with bound edges ·of suitable and even 
width. 
F. Flat because the buttonholes have been care-
fully slashed, pressed, and trimmed. 
G. Free from any lines of stitching which show 
from the right side. 
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